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FOREWORD

Until the advent of bilingual' education., the teaching of reading in the
United States was presumed to be in. English only. For years, United
Suites teachers have led students speaking other languages through
courses in reading designed for monolingual English speakers,°there
compounding the difficulties that face most beginning readers,

Now that alternatives are available, we find that native English
orientation tciliteracy is inadequate for dealing with reading pro rams
for speakers of other languageg. For this reason, the Board of Direc-
tors of IRA appointed a committee to prepare.a manuscriptco cerning
the teaching Of reading to pupils whose inother tongueis Spa ish the
largest non-English laquage gra"up in United States schools.

Although the charge for preparing the manuscript was given to a
committee of twelve, the writing ii/as done entirely by one coiC its
members. The remaining committee members helped with the,outline
and with suggestions after the first draft;.but The sole. author of this
valuable addition to the literature on reading instruction is Eleanor
Thonis, Director of the Marysville Reading Learning Center in 01-
ivehurst, Californiajler extensive background in both English
Spanish reading gives this voluMe the authenticity few of us could have
provided. We are iiide.bted to herfor the time and effort she donated to
this project.

R, Ramirez, Chairperson
IRA Committee on Teaching Reading to .Spanish Speaking Students

'Committee-Menthes: Tracy Tyler,.;Jr., *Ana S.. Covar4ias, Donald E.
Critchlow, Jim E. Esquibel, Ramiro Garcia, Charles H. Herbert, Atonsb' M.
Perales, Anthony R. Sancho, Maria Strandburg, Eleanor Thonis, andRobert
T. Williams.
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INTRODUCTION

For over one hundredyjears, Spanish speaking school children in theUnited States have been placed in English reading programs.
Teachers, administrators, and parents have traditionally felt that the
sooner these pupils could be immersed in the English writing system,
the better their reading achievement would be. Despite many attempts
to modify reading programs and to make them more reasonable for
pupils whose native language is Spanish, these children have continued
to experience a high degree of school failure. For cleat*, at the
fourth grade level an estimated 51 percent of the Mciatans-American
pupils in schools of the-Southwest are-reading significantly below grade
level. Approximately 1¢ percent of the first grade Spanish speaking
children repeat the first grade. The repetition of. grades by Spanish
speaking pupils has not contributed much to better -school perfor-
mance and generally has not increased their reading,Achievernent but
rather has predisposed the pupils to a higher dropout rate.* Their sub-
sequent ability to compete in the English speaking employment market
has been limited by their school failure and by their inadequate control
of English print.

At a time in the history of public education when the schools areexpected to bring renewed concern and vigorou§ action in providing-for
the many individual Aifferences found among pupils of all ethnic back-
grounds, the learning problems of Spanish speaking children appearhigh on the list of priorities. Classes in remedial reading, programs of
compensatory education, and lessons in English a.a-Second Languagc
have proliferated in schools of theSouthwest'and in other areas of the
country whe4 Spanish speaking children are enrolled. In many
instances, such programs have been very successful in helping children
cope .better ,with the rigors of a curriculum carried for them in the
weaker language ;English. For some of the Spanish speaking pupils,.
hotwever, such intervention has been too little or too late to make a
significant difference in their school achievement. Ordinarily, pupils
are provided with educational activities which are specifically designed
to nurture the background skills necessary for success in beginning
reading. Readiness rtrograms usually consist of lessons in concept -.

*The Unfinished Education. Report of the U.S. Commission On Civil Rights, Wash-ington. Cr.C.



formation, auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, visual-motor
control, and direCtionality training. Pupils who have blen successful in
their acquisition of these fundamental readiness skills are then placed
in the developmental reading program, a continuous plan extending
from the early grades through the elementary school. This program
begins with the basic introductory reading skills and follows a sequence
of graded stages increasing in the levels of difficulty and complexity.
When pupils fail to become proficient readers and _fall behind the
achievement exiiected at their grade Level, they ofterr are assigned to
programs of'remedial reading. Such ,programs oell6 pupils opportil-
nities toreview earlier tasksand to explore alternative materials or
methods leading to reading competence. Spanish speaking pupils who
are placed in reading readiness and developmental reading programs in

English are at, a-. great disadvantage. Fragmented efforts haVe
frequently resulted in taking ',Oils from reading readiness to reading
remediation before they have had the opportunity to enjoy a develop-
mental reading program appropriate for their unique language and
_cultural heritage.

The purpose of this volume is threefold. First/there is a section
which considers the nature a the Spanish speaking child in relation to
his success in reading. The background of strengths and needs which
this child brings to the classroom isdis'cussed separately for different
groups of Spanish speaking pupils: thelveliterate, the literate, and the
functionally illiterate pupil. Second, there is a section which exploreS
the alternatives for helping the Spanish speaking pupil achieve literacy
levels commensurate with his greatest potential. Among the alterna-
tives presented arc the various Methods used in Spanish speaking
countries and the traditional approaches employed in the United
States. Finally, the developmental nature of reading is reviewed within
the framework of first and second language literacy. This section
examines the concepts of maturation and readiness, speech-print rela-
tionships, sensOrimotor abilities, reading skills acquisition, and other
facets of the. reading program to which Spanish speaking children must
respond. There are a few selected references at the end of the volume.
The challenge of selecting the relevant and appropriate alternatives
and of providing the best path to literacy for Spanish speaking pupils
has been the overriding concern of this effort.

viii
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%Chapter 1

THE SPANISH SPEAKING,CHILD
4

A Rvint of View

The Spanish speaking child is first otall a child and, therefore, any
consideration of his school success must first begin with the premise
that his many needs, including the need foe reading achievement, are
exactly the same needs which stem from the universality of childhood.
He needs good nutrition and good physical care; he needs affection, ac-
ceptance, and appreciation for his efforts; he needs opportunities to ex-
plore, to move, and to experience a stimulating environment. He needs
a warm, supportive family and an interested, competed teacher. All
children need these conditions for optimum growth and d6elopment.
When considering success in reading, 'however, some other specific
needs must be added. It is essential ethat all children have experiences
which will nurture concept acquisition, verbal facility, and sensorimo-
tor control. Factors of general maturation, school readiness, and
interest in reading are also prdrequisites of primary importance. Once
these background abilities common to the needs of children in any
school setting have been established, then the question of the unique
needs of the Spanish speaking child and hisireading achievement in
Schools of the United Statts can be examined.

It is not surprisin that a reading program designed for English
speakirig- pupils be es a stumbling block which impedes reading
achievement an reates frustration for the Spanish speaking child.
For the child hose native language and cultural background are
different from, he traditional school curriculum, there are sever"al.con-
ditions which ontribute to failure and "confusion:
1. a lack of periences in the dominant culture from which concepts

specific to t e English speaking community may be acquired,

'2. an inadequate oral command of the English' language vtich is the
language'of the instructional program,

3. a lOwered sense of self-esteem resulting from repeated feelings of

4. an unrealistic curriculum which imposes reading4
and writing

- English before listening comprehension and speaking fluent)/ have
been established:

inadequacy, and



The problems of readjriPEnglish which are customarily attributed. to
the Spanish speaking child are in reality problems of school's-awn
making. An inappropriate sequenceInd faulty pacing of skills often in-
tensify the difficdlties of the. pupil who is forced to Use a written symbol
system for which he has no oral referprit. He may be struggling 'wit!, a
set of sounds which he cannot perceive or discriminate. fie may be ex-

....p-ected to comprehend vocabulary and language structures which are
totally alien to hip. Further, he may be suffering considerable interfer-
ence from his own native Spanish Language its sound, structural,
lekical, and semantic systems.

There are significant differences in Spanish and English langiiage"44
systems which linguistic scientists hove identified, analyzed, and nr-

: ranged in a hierarchical order of diffi ctirlt.
/.."4

Sound difficulties may occur when the English sounds do not exist
in Spanish.. A Spanish speaking child may not perceive these sounds
and may substitute Spanish sounds for them. He may also have a prob-
lem using certain soundS he does perb,eive, when they exist in an unac-
customed position. Teachers have heard native Spanish speakers rnis:
pronolince English expressions like these:
1. Richard was a good keen. (king)
2.'1 have new choose:) (shoes).
3. I don't es peak,(speak). English berry (very) well.
4. I can't find the et4hes. (edges)

5. Little bears are called cups. (cubs) fl

Structural confusions may occur when a native Spanish speaker
u4es variations from his own speech patterns to form words and mean-
iniful groups of words in English. Teachers will recognize the errors
which are evident in these entences:
I. Today she working on the job. (is working)
2.. Both foots hurt. (Wet).

3. 'He is more big than his brother. (bigger)
4. The sister of Maria is pretty. (Marla's).
5. fh#n is in the house. (He)
6. The hat red is at home. (red hat)
7. 1 drin't know where is the boat: (where the boat is)
8. He saw.to his m,their. (saw his 'Mother)

Lexical differences may be noted particularly in the/usage of vari-
ous prepoSitions, pronouns, and verbs. Often in Spanish, one verb may
have multiple meanings, and the context of the utterance reveals the
sen oIe meaning: In some verbs, the preposition may. be included; for

11
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example, to look for (buscar), to turn away (arrojar), to put in place
(poner), to look at (mirar). When pupils attempt English expressions
based upon their own Spanish vocabulary,items, the result may be like
these:

I. Look that book. (Look at)
2. Throw the garbage. (Throw away)
3. Hes going to put the car. (put away)
4. Put the light. (put on)
5. Shehanded the report. (handed%)
6.. Hang the coat in the wall. (on)

Other vocabulary and semantic confusions may stem from the use
of words and expressions which sound like Spanish but in reality arefalse cognfres. For example, penitencia means penance, not peni-
tential-Si; 4alizar means to accomplish an ambition, not to realize;
salvar means to save a life, not to save money; libreria means book-storti, not library; chanza means joke, not chance.

"there aremany such differences in the two languages which may
create problems for the child who is reading and writing in English.
Since the task of the reader is to make meaningful connections
between speech and print, these sound, structural, lexical, and seman-
tic variations may interfere-with or obscure meaning. Even the most
skilled student who can decode the English writing system may
experience difficulty in comprehending what he has decoded if interfer-
ence from his native language has not been recognized by his teacher.

These examples are but a few oiithe potential difficulties faced by
Spanish speaking pupils in reading programs designed for native
speakers of English. Teachers need to be aware that the sounds and
patterns of native Spanish speech have been overlearned and practiced
to the point of automatic response. These well-ingrained native lan-
guage habits may get in the way of the pupil's acquisition of new Ian-
guager responses. As a rule, his second language expbsure has been
somewhat limited and his opportunities for the practice which will lead
him twoverlearned, automatic responses in English have been consid-
erably fewer. Further, he has learned to use his native language to or-

°ganize his personal environment and to obtain meaning from his unique
experiences in a Spanish speaking ('amity. He has developed a semantic
system, a storehouse of meanings encoded in Spanish, which has
worked effectively within the particular cultural context in which the
information has been acquired. Often, the learner becomes confused
when he attempts to apply meanings internalized in one setting to
other situations with different cultural and linguistic demands.

In consideration of the Spanish speaking child and his success in
reading English._ it is important to restate that he is primarily a child;
he is unique as each child is; he shares a commonality of needs as all

MI
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Children do; he may have identifiable needs for broader experiences
and for language development` But he cannot be viewed as a stereo-
type or as a child from a single mold and, therefore, a child for whom a
single reading prdgram is the answer. There is no typical Spanish
speaking child in the reading,programs,,of the United States. There are
only children who need good teaching supported by relevant materials,
consistent methods, land oral language opportunities as determined by
an appraisal of the children themselves.

The Streriljths of the Spanish Speaking Child
faEvery teacher holds an unshakable conviction that all children

,have gifts. Some special strengths appear' noteworthy among the
Spanish speaking population of school age. the Spanish speaking child
is generally a cooperative, considerate pupil who is capable of great
concern and interest in helping others. He really enjoys music, art, and
literature. He can put aside his own needs in deference to the needs of
classmates, kle responds genuinely to dttention and affection and he is
frequently a delight to his teacher. He is willing to try and rejoices
abundantly in his successes, no matter how small. He usually possesses
a strong sense g loyalty to family and friends. His shy, reserved ap-
proach, which achers often interpret as timidity; may indeed be a disa,
play of good judgment in situations which may be new and incompre:'
hensible. Again, it is unwise to consider that all Spanish speaking
pupilsor all ages exhibit all of these characteristics. Yet these traits
have been noted frequently by teachers and are important because
they 'represent attitudinal responses Which can contribute positively to
classroom success.

The Demandg of the School
For the child from a Spanish speaking fathily, the school may loom

as a strange and threatening place inhabited by strange and threaten-
ing people. He does not understand many of the rules-and regulations;
he does not fully comprehend much of the teacher's instruction
intended -to make him feel more secure. His fears and anxieties are
mild or severe Upending upon the variables of his age, his previous

School experiences, and his competence in English. He Ands that the
language system which almost from birth has helped him to control his
world no longer serves him in the school. He realizes that not only does
he have to acquire a new language system, he also must immediately
use this new,set of symbols as effective tools in his learning. He must
deal with the new written langtiage simultaneously with its oral coun-
terpart and he must handle both With -little opportunity for the repeti-
tion and the practice which is so necessary for language acquisition. As
he moves directly to.the symbol system of English, for which he may
have little direct eipenence, he is bombarded with sounds which are

13



unfamiliar to him, and he is overloaded with worth and groups of words
which carry little or no meaning.

In the reading program, when he attempts to recognize wor s by
phonic or structural analysis, he cannot hear, and identify many of the
sounth because they havepno reality in his repertoire of previously ac-
quired language Sounds. Word endings of English,niay not be heard be,-
cause, for him, they do hot exist. Comprehension of words he is able to
recognize may not come easily because of the differences in his exper-

- iences, his limited vocabulary, his semantic confusion, as well as be-
cause of intermittent interference which he receives from his native
language. If these problems become very severe over a prolonged pe-
riod of time, the Spanish speakirkg child may become overwhelmed and
may give up completely, His potX:ntial for success in reading English
may be reduced to abject failure.

An Appropriate-Reading Program
Teachers have continually searched for ways to adapt materials

and methods to the strengths and needs of their pupils: Recent empha -'
sis on a diagnostic-prescriptive approach to in6truction, stress on indi-
vidualization, and encouragement of self-directed learning have all un-
derscored a time -honor d maxim that effective teaching begins where
the child is and takes Min Within any given time period as far us he can
comfortably go. This precept translated into the pragmatic. realities of
a reading program for Spanish speaking children suggests that the in-
structional plan cannot be designed until the teacher looks very care-
fully at the child for whom the plan is intended. Among the questions
to be asked are:

I. How old is the child'?

2. What is his present developmental level?

3. What is his past school history?

4. What is his oral native language competence?

5. To what extent has he experience& opportunities for acquiring
English?

6. What exposure has he had to the Spanish writing system?

7. What English reading system hag he encountered?

In addition to these concerns, there are significant .social and cultural
variables to be examined:

. I. What language is used in his home?

2. What is the educational level of his parents?
1. Does he live in rural isolation or in an urban population center?

14 5



4. Is his present home permanent or temporary?

5. Has he had a high rate of'school transfer?

For many children, it may also be necessary to investigate health
factors and *rsonal characteristici. Although some of this informa-
tion may bc highly general in nature, it should ptovide a springboard
from which a more definitive assessment can bc made.

It is obvious that diagnoses of potential reading strengths and
weaknesses must be different for the preliterate, the literate, and the
functionally illiterate pupil. If the child is preliterate because he is a
young child who has never been in any reading program, the identifica-
tion of his maturation -and his readiness is of primary concern. If an
older pupil is preliterate because he has never begun a program of
reading and writing, his maturation and readiness may be well-estab-
lished, but other prereading information may be vital. If the pupil has
been struggling with the print of two languages and has been confUsed
by the requirements of both of them, he may be functionally illiterate
in English, or in Spanish, or in both languages. For this pupil, a careful
assessment of social, linguistic, cultural, and experiential variables is
needed before a suitable reading plan can be organized for him.

The Young Child Who Speaks Spanish

Getting ready for reading arid learning to read are not separate,
( isolated tasks, disconnected from the countless !earnings that are
`continuousrS, taking place in the developing, changing life of the child

from four to seven years of age. As he masters control of his muscles,
he builds the motor skills he needs for reading and writing. When he
acquires spaltial concepts of directionality, he stores information for fu-
ture use in handling the sequence of print and its arrangement in
sentences and paragraphs. As he observes his surroundings, he
enlarge is warehouse of concepts which later serve him well rn com-
prehe ding w ten language. With varied opportunities for using man-
ipulative materi s, art media, and kinesthetic tools (such as scissors,
crayons, pencils, a d chalk), he improves his efficiency in coordinating
his dominant. eye an his preferred hand. He trains his eyes to move
together smootkijihns to sweep across the page in the dircction de-
manded by the g stem. As oral language competency expands,
he, us more. pre sound system and a more sophisticated
str tural one; he ha re words in his vocabulary and has multiple
me; nings for many mi. This ability to understand and to speak
pro ides him with tt essary background of speech skills which he
can firing to the ne 'p.in language acquisition the recognition of
this same speech in visual form and the comprehension of it.
Th .ughout the early experiences of the young child, the sorting and

ting of both auditory a0Visual stimuli, serve as valuable training for
subsequent requirements of perceiving and of discriminating among,

. 15



small details of oral and written language as well as for accurate
response to the very fine differences which exist among them. This se-
quence of tasks holds true for all children in all cultures.

A reading program for the' ybung child who speaks only Spanish
begins with attention to those prereading skills which he possesses and
to those which he may need to acquire or to improve. In this regard,
the Spanish speaking child's activities in the primary setting are no
different in many respects from those of any child in any reading readi-
ness program. The major decision to consider is language used as an
accompaniment, and/or as mediator of meaning, in the daily lessons.
For the child who comprehends and speaks Spanish, it appears reason-
able to assume that ear training, attention to visual detail, concept ac-
ijuisition, and language expansion will be accomplished in Spanish as a
prelude to an introduction to the writing 'system of Spanish. It cer-
tainly makes sense to bring children from the language which they con-
trol in i4s oral form to the written form of the same language. Because
the decision to enter literacy by way of the native language strengths of
the Spanish speaking pupil is a social, cultural, and political decision as
well as an educational one, the school alone is not always in the ideal
position to make an arbitrary selection from among available reading
programs. A .

The Child Who Speaks Spanish and.English
It seems incredible that a child who can interpret h world by

means of dual language systems could be considered handicapped or
viewed as a child with a bilingual problem. Yet, hundreds of delibera-
tions about this child and his reading success or failure center 9round

rtthe negative theme of his disadva .1 cs, his deficiencies, or ills depri-
vations. Traditionally, the school ha. applied a single yardstick across
the broad continuum of language abilities and has concluded that a
single reading approach, one which has immersed pupils in an English
language based introduction to print, has been the single answer. The
complexities of the child's language background may be obscured by
this erroneous assumption \of homogeneity or skiff.acquisition and
similarity of language proficiency. It is very important that each child
be examined for his specific language strengths across all four bands of
language: listening, speaking, reading, and writing in both Spanish and
in English. To say that the child is bilingual does not, really describe
him at all and, therefore, does not identify the langeage'itackground. which he brings to an introductory reading class. The leacher must dis-
cover the child's stronger language, as well as the varying degrees of
strength among the several language dimensions. Some reasonable
questions arc these: When the child is listening to language, does-he ap-
pear to understand better when the material is presented in Spanish or
in English? When he is asked to express himself or to respond to ques-
tions orally, is he more fluent and more easily understood in English or

16 7



in Spanish? Or is there any difference; is he equally capable of function-
ing in either language; is he unable to respond well in c; language'?

There is yet another question: Is his performance in ith r glish or
Spanish commensurate with the performance expected for his chrono-
logical age and developmental maturity?

After the teacher has ascertained the relative strengths of both
languages and has determined the specific encoding and decoding
skills, the other customary appraisals of maturation and readiness for
reading can be made. It is certainly recognizable that a preliterate
pupil could be exceedingly mature and ready to read his native lan-
guage if an assessment of his dualanguage background revealed great
strength in understanding and speaking Spanish, while at the same
time identifying significant weaknesses in his comprehension and
fluency in English at a depth sufficient to cope with the demands of a
beginning program in English. On the other hand, an appraisal of lan-
guage dominance might suggest very strong abilities in English and
marginal ones in Spanish. Further, there may be differential skill 4E-
velopment in listening and speaking proficiencies in one or both lan-
guages. To suggest that all pupils who speak Spanish and English are in
need of the same kind of reading program in order to achieve success is
to ignore, to their detriment and to the frustration of primary teachers,
the great range of language differences which call for various program
al rnativ es.

The Spanish Speaking Literate Child
The Spanish speaking child who has learned to read and to write

the language which he understands and speaks frequently finds himself
in English reading classes. If he is an adequate reader of Spanish and
has norm -al or better intelligence, he usually confounds his teachers
with his excellent word recognition skills. As he applfes the phonics of
hiS native language' with its fairly regular sound-symbol associations,
he is able to decode and to call English words rather efficiently. He
alters their pronunciation with the delightful flavor of his native speech
and often moves blithely on with an approving smile from his teacher
who may be mystified by his apparent immediate adjustment in the
world of English print: That his instant success is an illusion may not be
revealed until the comprehension tasks are presented. Questions con-
cerning the contents of what he has read or inquiries into the meanings
of individual words so readily identified may bring few or no accurate
responses. The ability to transfer native language reading habits to
English, though an immensely important element toward ultimate suc-
cess in reading English, is at best insufficient and at worst, if long
continued and unmonitored in large classes, may be the pupil's total
undoing. He may not be seen as a Child with some special needs in
readinAand may be promoted through a reading program because his
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teachers are not aware of the enormous struggle he is having in under-
standing what he decodes. He may be able to pronounce the words, but
he cannot get meaning from the printed page.

To insure success for the literate Spanish speaking child.when he is
assigned to the English reading program, it is imperative to place him
in a class situation where his competence in the native language can
support his efforts to grow and to learn while he is acquiring the
necessary language background in oral English for, until the pupil is
able to bring meaning to the printed page, he will not take meaning
from it. Proper placement would require an assessment of his achieve-
ment levels in the: various subject areas, his acquired stock of concepts,
and his skiltbproficiencies as demonstrated in Spanish. Priolito en-
trance into a formal reading program in English, this pupil would need
many oral English language opportunities designed on the following
bases: I) richness and clarity of his concepts; 2) his native language
abilities in vocabulary, structure, and meaning systems; and 3) the
multiple variables implicit in his age and previous school experiences.
The Spanish speaking, literate pupil who has enjoyed productive 'dis-
coveries in his environment and who has information encoded in
Spanish and stored for retrieval upon demand, only needs to learn a
new labeling system for abundant and accurate concepts already inter-
nalized. The experiences unique to the new cultural setting, in which
previously undiscovered concepts are' available, will have to be en-
countered and accompanied by the language which explains them. The
vocabulary,' structure, and meaning system:of English, tken, may be
expected to parallel native language competence if time, patience, and
appropriate pacing of the second.language are.provided. The ability to
succeed in reading English will be commensurate with the' rate of oral
English growth and the ease with which- the pupil attaches English la-
bels to conceptS ht already possesses and/or adds new concepts and
new labels.

There are several reading skills which the child can transfer with
some gentle direction from the teach'er: He can tfansfer his manage-
ment of the left-to-right direction common to both writing systems, he
can apply his understanding of alphabetic principles, and he can ap-
proach English print with a fair measure' of confidence since he has
coped successfully with reeding and writing Spanish. That is; he under-
stands what reading is all about and can now be guided to transfer
these basic understandings from Spanish to English. The ultimate level
of his reading achievement in English, however, depends upon an or-
derly and sequential offeing of 'activities to promote the acquisition of
specific skills which cannot b& expected to accrue automatically. The
literate, Spanish speaking pupil has great potential for success in read-
ing English when the reading program takes into account his need for
hearing the English sound system, for developing speaking fluency, and
for learning the ways that English speech appears in print. Thus, the
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pupil extends and enlarges his bilingual competencies in the English
writing system,and enjoys the richness of true bilingualism.

The Functionally Illiterate Child
The,re arc many pupils who have encountered great difficulty in

learning to read and write regardless of their language backgrounds.
The causes of reading and writing problems are many and often are
elusive. The failure to acquire literacy skills when they are expected
and demanded in.the child's world has far-reaching effects upon his ad-
justment to school and to his peers. The problem is'always with him.
Access to subject matter by way of print is closed to him. He often ex-
periences embarrassment and ridicule. He may develop negative atti-
tudes toward all learning because of repeated frustration in his at-
tempts to master the mysterious symbol system with which he has
struggled. He finds himself unable to cope with the ever-present, con-
tinuing requirement of the educational establishment at all levels.
When the stress and pain become too great, he drops out. He may drop
out emotionally long before he is legally permitted to do so physically.

The functionally illiterate pupil has an enormous nccd for individ-
ual attention. His inadequatvense of self and his confidence thakhe
can learn both nccd considerable restoration. If he is very discouraged
and distrustful, he may require individual teaching in private sessions
where his-deficits. will not be insensitively broadcast to the rest of the
universe. Occagionally, ,the child can be helped in small groups of
pupils whose needs arc similar to his. After a careful,review of the
pupil's school history and other information, the teacher will be able to
identify those specific ,strengths on which the reading program can
begin.

At the same time, the teacher must discover the essential skills,
abilities, and habits which have been imperfectly developed or arc not
evident at all. The challenge to both teacher and pupil is'one of working
together on material that is easy enough to insure a successful
experience, appropriate in interest to command respect, and relevant
to the pupil's reading needs as identified. It is of great importance that
the reading plan begin at a point which will not insult the pupil or be
perceived by him as still another assault upon his already dimished cgO.
Paramount to the design of the lessons is a thorough appraisal of the
pupil's oral language functioning and a description of his language de-
velopment. If he is a child who has been rcarq'4irl two cultures and has
been exposed to two languages, it will be essential to determine his
dominant langiiage and to assess the dimensions, of both oral and'writ-
t en competency in order that the nurturancc of new language skills can
build upon those already established. Because the nature of the
illiteratepupil's problem is highly complex, it will be vital to gather in-
formation relative to many ,ether faetcrs which inaj, have been the

10
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causes.or the contributors to his lack of reafiiitg achievement. Esti-
mates of his intelligence, his health, his sensorimotor abilities, and his
prior educational opportunities will -assist in planning a reading pro-
gram at an appropriate level which emphasizes specific !earnings re-
quired for ,suct+essful growth. It is discouraging and damaging to a child
whose lack of accomplishment in literacy tasks may be rooted in such
factors as a high rate of school transfer; feW opportunities to receive a
developmental, sequential program; confusion resulting from dual Ian-.

.gunge demands; and/or unsuitable materials and approaches in the
introductory programs: It is unfortunate for this child to fall from
reading readiness to reading (mediation a trauma from which a func-
tionally illiterate pupil may never recover.

The Dominant Language
When a pupil's home language is not the same as the language of

the instructional program, teachers often face the dilemma of deter-
Mining the relUtive strengths of the two languages.

A teacher's practiced eye can become a precision instrument in
identifying ptApils for wham instruction in English is extremely difficult.
Depending 4on the composition of the classroom, this teacher can
probably select most of the pupils who require an educational plan
different from that-which is offered to the child who is fully competent
in English. For pupils who use both Spapish and Englis,h, the teacher
must appraise the extent of English language and native language pro-
ficiency. It may be necessary far the teacher to recruit a colleague,
parent, or member of the community to assistin evaluating the native
language of the child.

A simple structured interview technique is useful for determining
which language appears stronger. It is important to separate the lan-
guages and the specific language competencies of listening, speakingl
reading, and writing in eachlanguage. Language influences outside the
school should be noted as cultural variables.

An example of idorrriul assessment follows:

THE MARYSVILLE TEST OF LANGUAGE DOMINANCE

Directions,to Examiner

I. The child should'be tested on two separate occasions by separate
examiners unless the teacheris bilingual in English and in the
child's native language.

2. TIte'Series of question's which follows may be scored as you ask each
question.

3. Ife certain that you and the ptatil are seated in a quiet'corner free
from distraction.
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4. Make every effort to gain the child's complete attention and tell
him that you are going to give each question onlvonce.

5. Speak in a conversational tone; do not hurry.
6. Do not give emphasis to any of the Material that would distort it for-

the child.

7. Follow the specific instructions for each set of questions.

Administration
Follow the instructions given for each separate page. Use only the

language of the test. -Do not mix Spanish and English.

Scoring
Credit one point for each correct respons,e on each of the four lan-

guage sections: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

On the Cultural Variables, count the number of responses given as
English and count the number of respRses given as Spanish.

Note: Give credit for each grandpareiYin Item Five.

Additional Nojes
I. Young children in preschool and.in kindergarten should be given

only the oral sections (listening and speaking) and the cultural
variables.

2. The scores on both languages may be compared to determine the
language in which the child appears to function best':

3. Children whose scores do not show any significant differences may
be functioning effectively in both the native ana the second lan-
guage.

4. Highly discrepant scores may suggest that ,Neak and a strong Ian-
guage coaist, and the teacher may find Wiftore beneficial for the
pupil to encourage use of the stropger language system while the

- other language is being acquired.
5. Rate of school transfer and rural or urban loceton of the home are

not scored, but they do provide descriptive information which may
relate to language experience and continuity of school programs.

6. On the Cultural Variables sections only, the iteins can be adjusted
for the level of understanding of students; for example, if the child is
not familiar with Ihe-wordidioma, ins per-Wary acceptable fur-the
examiner to rephrase the question.

1.2
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I

Test of Listening Comprehension
Ask the pupil to resporad to a series, of directions. Each responsere-

quires only nonverbal communication. Score the responses as correct or in-
correct based on the appropriateness and accuracy of the.pupirs.actionsk
Discontinue after three consecutive failures.

1. Sit down.

2. Touch your nose:

3. Show me your smallest finger..

4. Hop twice on your right foot.

5. Clap yddhands three times..

6. Tap your elbow with the-palm of your hand.

7. Make your left hand into a fist.

_behind your back and8. Put your hands
in front of lock your thumbs.

9. Select the blue pencilfrom among those on my desk.

10. Blink your eyes once then amp thei-q closed until I tell yoU to open.
them.

Pupil's
a

Name 'Grade Score _/10

Test of Speaking

Ask the pupils the following questions in a normal conversational tone
and at normal speed. Discontinue after three failures. Score responses on

I the basis of content as appropriate..

1. What is your name?

2. Where do you live?

3. In what grade are you at school?

Do you have any brothers and sisters?

5.^ What work does your father do (engage in)?
Is

6. Are there some special friends you enjoy in your class or in y r
neighborhood?

7. Let me hear yOu count to fifty by twos.

8. Where did you used to live before you came to this Community?

9. Are you planning to become a teacher, a lawyer, or a musician?

10. If you had your choice of any gift in the world. what would you
choose?-

Pupil's-
. :Name Grade Score _/10

13



Test of Reading

Ask the pupils to read the following items. Score correct only if item is
read completely (or letters, characters, symbols of vernacular). Discontinue
after three consecutive failures.. 4

1. R. W. X. O. A

2. Me

3. My father

4. Mother and father

5. In my house upstairs

6. The neighborhood is pretty.

7. I have a special friend.

8. Before I lived here. I used to live in Sacramento.

9. When I grow up I'd like to be a doctor or a teacher.

10.. I wish I could help my mother, my father, my sisters. my brothers.
and everyone in the whole world.

or alternative (just words)
taken from Speaking Fluency Test

1. A. T. R. Q. L

2. name

3. live

4. school

5. father

6. friend

7. select

-8: clap

9. neighborhood

10. community

Pupils
Name Grade Score

Test Of Writing
1. Copy these marks: E X ) n. /
2. Write.these letters: B L M U (or vernacular)

t 3. Write your first name

4. Write your first and last name

5. Copy this word:_, Constantinople

14: 23
(Continued on'Age 15.)



(Test of Writing continued.)
r.

Writ* from-dictittion:

6. -yot

7. did

8. hands

9. touch

10. special

(Discontinue after three consecutive failures.)

Pupil's
Name Grade Score 10

s Cultural Variables
(to be obtained from records and child)

1. Mother's language
In what language does your mother speak to you?

2. Child's characteristic response
In what language do you answer your mother? .

3 Fathees'language
° In what language does your father speak to you?

4. Child's,characteristic response
In what language do you answer your father?

5..Presence-of grandparen'ts
Does your grandmother and/or grandfather live in your

'home? (Yes) (No)

Ytl 6. In what language do they speak to you?

7. In what language do you answer them?

8. What language-do you use when speaking to your brothers and
sisters?

Are there other people who speak this language living Nar
you? (Yes) (No)

9. Location of home,(urban/rural)
Do'you live in the town or in the country?

10. Rate of school transfer
How many schools have you attended?
Have yotaftended school in another country?

(Yes



Prueba de Comprension Auditiva
Pidale al alumno que siga la .siguiente serie de direcciones. Cada

respuesta debe ser hecha en silencio. Cuente las respuestas correctas o in-
. correctas bdsadas en Jas acciones del nifio. Descontinuelos despu6s de tres

errores consecutivos.

1: Sienlatie

2. Toca la narig

3. Ensehame el deck) menique o chiquito

4. .Brinca dos veces en el pie derecho

5. Aplauda tres veces.

6. Toca el codo con la palma.de la mano

7. Cierra Ia mano izquierda en un puno

8. Poo las manos
enfrente

detras de tu espalda y entrelaza
los dedos pulgares

Escoje un lapiz azul de esos en mi escritorio

1Q. Parpadea los ojos uma vez y mantengalos,cerrados pasta que to
diga que los abres

Arlo Calificacion_/10Nombre del alumno

Prueba de Hablar
/Pregunte a los alumnos las siguentes preguntas en un tono do conver-

saciOn normal y a Una velocidad normal. Descontinuejos,despues de tres er-/tores. Califique las respuestas basandose en el contenido.

1. t Como to llamas?

2. t Donde vives?

3. t En qua ano estas en Ia escuela?

4. tTienes hermanos o herAnas?

'O 5. t En qui: trabaja tu papa?

6. tTienes amigos en tu clase o en tu barrio?

7. Cuenta hasta cincuenta de dos en dos.

.8. t D6nde viviste antes de venir a esta comunidad?

9. t Deseas ser prof&sor, abogado o musico?

10. Si pudieras tenei'cualquier regato en el mundo,ique escogerias?

Nombre del aluinno Afio .Calificacion /1 0

16
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Prueba de Lecture
Digale .a los alumnos que lean lo siguiente. Caiifique correcto sola-

mente si el articulo es leiao. completamente (o las letras, caracteres,
simbolos vernaculos). Descontinuelo despues de tres errores.consecutivos.

1. R. W."X, 0, A

2. Yo

3. Mi papa

4. Mi mama y mi papa

segundo piso de mi casa

6. El vecindario es bonito.

7. Tengo un amid() muy especial.

8. Antes de que viviera aqui, vivia en Sacramento.

9
10.

Cuando crezca me gustaria ser medico o ser maestro.

Deseo que pudiera ayudar a mi mama. mi papa. ,mis hermanas.
mis hermanos y todos en el mundo entero.

o alternative (solo-alabras)
tomadas dtli):'rueba de Hablar

1. 4..T, R, Q, L.'

2. nombre

3: vive

4. escuela

5, papa

amigo

escoje

aplauso

vecindario

10 comunidad

Nombre del alumno Arlo CalificaciOn /10

Prueba de Escribir
.4 1. gipie estbs signos:. X ) n /

2. E riba est,as letras: B L M U (o el vernacuto)

3. Es iba su nombre

4. Esc .ba su nombre y apellido

5. Copi esta palabra: ,San Miguel de Allende (Continued on page 18.)
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(Test of Writing continued.

fool& do dictado:
"6. tu

7. hizo

8.' ni:arits

9. toca
10. especial

(Oiscontinuelo despues de tres errores consecutivos)

Nombre del afumno Ano___Calificacion

Variaciones Culturales
(Para ser obtenidos dalbs registros y del nino)

1. Idioma de la mama
/En qua idioma te habla tu mania?

2. Respuesta caracteristica del nro
tEn qua idioma le contestas a u mama?

3. Idioma del papa
En qua idioma te habla tu papa?

4. Respuesta caracteristica del nifio
En qua idioma le contestas a tu papa?

5. Presencia de los a %uelos en casa
tTu abuela o tu abuelo' yiyen en caSa contigo o con ustedes?

6. tEn qua idioma te hablan tus abuelos?

7. tEn qua idioma les contestas?

8. tEn qua idioma hablas a tys hernianos?
Hay otras personas que hablan esta idioma en el barrio cerca

de tu casa? (si)_LIno)
9, Localizacion de la casa (urbana/rural)

tVives en el,.puebloo en el campo?

10. Porcentaje de cambios de escuela
tCuantas escuelas has asistido?

Has asistido a una escuela en otros paises?
fsiF (no)

.Has asistido a muchas escuelas?
(sitcuantas? )

(no)

18
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./

Format for Teacher UseItems Illac;c1 In Appropriate Columns
(one page for English) (one page for native language)

Listening Speaking
Comprehension Fluency Reading Writing

Cultural
Variables

I. , t
...

2. - .

3.
...S

4.

5.

b. .
7. .

g. Ill
9. . .

10.

.

SCORE

NAME

Test given in

/10 /10 .

GRADE.

/10 /10

Teachers' Rating Scales /
Classroom teachers can be very ken appraisers of their pupils'

language development. They have, the, dvantage of observing pupils inboth formal and informal language.sit ations over a relatively long pe-riod of time. If specific 'language beha fors such as comprehension ofwords in spoken context, accuracy of pr unciation, extent of vocabu-
lary, and other language responses can be noted, then teachers can
rate the pupils' performances. If they wish to make comparisons of
growth or gains over a period of time, teachers may rate pupils in the
fall and again in the spring of the year to see to what agree the
progiam of language development has been effective. Examples of a
teacher rating scale in English aild Spanish follow.
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There arc several other measures presently available for lanivage
appraisal:

1. Dos Amigos Verbal Language Scales, 1974 (Grades 1-4)
Academic Therapy Publications
1539 FourtbeStreet
San Kafue!, California 94901

2. Bilingual Syntax Measure, 1973 (Grades K-2)
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Testing Department
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

3. James Language Dominance Test, 1974 (Grades K-1)
Learning Concepts
Speech Division
2501 N. Lamar
Austin, Texas 78705

4. Spanish-English Language Dominance Assessment. 1972 (Grades
1-2)
Professor Bernard Spolsky
The University of New M exico
1805 Roma NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
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Chapter 2

.

READING PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES
FOR THE.SPANISH SPEAKING CHILD

. :C

Literacy in a Second Language
The rationale which supports a program of immediate introduction to
English reading and writing would appear to be sound. It is certainly
true that Spanish kpeaking pupils who expect to survive and to
compete in the classroom must acquire strong English language pro-
ficienby and excellent literacy skills. Since the ability to read English
textbooks'and workbooks is a primary requirement for academic suc-
cess in the content areas of science, social science, mathematics, and
.other subjects, pupils who cannot function in English print find access
to these fields of knowledge blocked. The school is print oriented and,
after the primary grades, makes few provisions for means of instruc-
tion beyond reading and writing assignments. Not only are the day to
day activities carried largely by written language, but written achieve-
ment tests are also the yardsticks by which pupil and, at times, teacher
competencies are judged. There can be no argument offered against
the educational objective of bringing Spanish speaking pupils, along in
English, as rapidly and asifficiently as possible across all the language
artslistening, speaking, reading, and writing. Without question,
pupils who live in a predominantly English speaking country must
develop the best English language mastery that is within theirpower to
acquire. There is, however, considerable room for discussion of the
underachievement of Spanish speaking pupils for the past century, and
there is good reason to examine current classroom predicts in second
language literacy.

Reading programs as they are presently designed for native
speakers of English are totally unsuited to the reading needs of native
Spanish speaking pupils who are burdened with an unfamiliar sound
and symbol" system. They have been provided with too few or too in-
consistent periods of prereading activities. They have found Tittle in the
cultural content of reading material that makes sense to them. They
have not been given sufficient time for new language skills to gtow but
have been expected to move along at the same pace with their native
English speaking classmates.*There has been scarcely any provision
for dealing with the interference which they receive from their native
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Spanish. The grinding, corrosive effect of repeated failure and frustra-
tion has made reading, in particular, and school, in general, a very un-
satisfactory experience for hundreds of thousands of these children.
The traditional reading programs must be reexamined and reevaluated
in the light'of today's evidence of the reading failure of Spanish speak-
ing pupils. It is essential to identify program inadequacies which create
stumbling blocks for pupils for whom English is not a native 'language.
Reading programs in English must be appraised critically to discover
what characteristics should be retained because they are supportive of
the Spanish speaking child's literacy attempts. There is great need,
also, to recognize features which must be discarded or radically
changed because they are destructive of the child's efforts. 4.

Traditional Reading Approaches in English

The basal reader method is an ,organized presentation of
sequential material in graded readers, workbooks, and supplementary
lessons. A key ingredient in this basic reading method is a very com-
plete and carefully prepared teachers' guide for each level of difficulty.
A competent 'teacher can follow the detailed instructions in the manual
and can offer many interesting, productive activities in reading for the
majority of the native speakers of English in the classroom. Basal
readers have been skillfully written by able people who understand the
literacy process and the interests of elementary pupils very well. For
decades, millions of school age children have mastered. the mysteries of
the English language system of print through the basal reader ap-
proach. Yet, there are some pitfalls inherent for the Spanish speaking
child. Some of the perils lie in the lockstep, graded nature of the
readers themselves; other difficulties can be found in the unrealistic
pacing of,the lessons for pupils who are not native to English; many
problems areo evident in the lack of oral language preparation prior to
the introduction of print; and conflicts in 'the cultural content are
frequent for pupils whose experiences and values differ. Because the
program is arranged in a hierarchical order of difficulty of readingand
writing skills, the written vocabuldry and language patterns at each
level may be narrow, limiting the literary quality of the materials to
which the pupils are exposed. For Spanish speaking pupils, who may be
dependent upon re 'iding instruction to enhance their oral language
skills, the basal approach may prove sterile and unstimulating.
Further, there is a tacit supposition of language c,gntrol on an oral level
minimally comparable to a six- year -old's ability to understand and to
speak. Such an assumption is based upon at l&st six years of exposure
to and practice with the sounds, the structures, the vocabulary, and the
meanings of English. Even when native English speakers have had this
time for developing oral competen y, there is often need-for reading
teachers to extend the time an to rovide for further language acqui-
sition before pupils are moved rapidly into print. Consider, then,
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the Spanish speaking child and his relatively short periods of intermit-
tent association with English. For this child, the language and content
of the btsal approach may need both thoughtful revision and careful
monitoring to overcome its deficits.

The linguistic method is one which introduces the patterns 'of lan-
guage in their written forms according to'a systematic, regular plan
which controls speech-print discrepancies by a precise ordering of the
lessons. Regular sound-symbol associations, simple spelling patterns,
and short sentences are first presented and practiced before the many,
speech-Print inconsistencies of English are offered. This approach em-
phasizes that print is a representation of speech and draws the pupil's
attention to the relationships which exist between speech and print.
Linguistic methods varyvamong themselves in many respects but share
a common concern for decoding or reconstructing print into the speech
which such print represents. For the Spanish speaking child's first
experience with written English, materials and methods based upon
linguistic principles may lead him along a safe, reliable path to reading
English and to understanding many of its linguisticf eatures. The begin-
ning reader is likely to develop a fair degree of confidence from his suc-
cess in analyzing consistent language and spelling patterns arranged in
short, manageable units. One of the major criticisms of linguistic
methods is that content must be contrived and unnatural in order to
adhere rigidly to the language patterns as introdiked. Thus, all the
short vowel utterances used in a single lesson may create stories devoid
of interest or excitement for the reader. For any child (but particularly
for the Spanish speaking child), there is not much possibility for

,:transfer of reading skills, so narrowly circumscribed, to the broad
needs of reading materials in mathematics, science, social sciences,or
other subjects. There is also the danger that many of the sounds of
English represented by the written arrangements may be quite alien to
the child's ears. The short i and short u in consonant-vowel-consonant
patternsbit, hit, but,'h.ut---Tare.examples of which' teachers must be
award. If the Spanish speiking child is fortunate enough to be im-
mersed,in a stimulating oral language program one which provides
him with ample opportunity to listen to a full range of speech patterns
and to unrestricted vocabulary and structuresthe ,acquisition of
primary reading skills as a decoding process by way of this approach,
appears to ba among the best of the second language reading alterna-
tives.

Phonic methods are based upon certain principles of speech-print
relationships. There are two geneial approaches to the teaching .of
these rules governing the written language of English. One begins with
individual letters and sounds incombinations and the other introduces
whole words which can be analyzed into their phonic elements. It is a
method which depends largely upon the oral language ability of the
learner and uponhis auditOry skills in perceiving and discriminating
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among the fine distinctions of spoken English. Some native speakers
have great difficulty learning to read by means of phonics methods,
particularly if they Nave poorly integrateFI auditory experiences in lan-
guage. Attempting to learn to read English through phonics can be a
disaster for the Spanish speaking child. There are so many sounds in
English that have no phonological reality in Spanish. There is no sound
Of h

,
no final nk, no initial s' consonant blends. The pronunciations of

many lettersthe j, the d, the v and the rin many positions within
words in English.are significantly different even though the visual ap-
pearances are the same. There are also many exceptions to pttnics

'generalizations which create confusion for pupils who have learned to
apply phonic principles. It has been estimated that the English speech-
print correspondence rules apply only 85 percent of the time. English'
speaking pupils who can benefit from phonics approaches are no doubt
able to make the most of this percentage of reliability; but for the
'Spanish speaking child, the complexities of discovering new language,
sounds, of installing them among his known reptrtoire, of associating
them with their written forms, of grasping meanings fromrthem, and of
using any rule generated are truly impossible tasks. The hazards of
overdoing phonics are well known in reading circles. The numbers. of
English speaking pupilvewho can recognize letter-sound relationships in
isolation but who fail to ever get them together for use in actual read-
ing are sadly documented in research. For the Spanish .speaking child
to acquire the phonic skills necessary,to unlock English print, the task
may be burdensome and the returns may be minimal in terms of read-
ing accomplishment.

The language experience method is based upon the fact that a
person acquires language as he experiences a specific environment.
The words arKI expressions he uses to explain and to recall such
experiehces become his spoken language. When a person is develop-
mentally mature and usycliologically ready to add the written forms of
language, oral language and previous experience form the basis- for
reading. This approach moves through what the pupil has-encountered
and thpught about to what he can say about it to what the teacher can
write about it and, finally, to what the learner himself can read; that is,
(ransform back into his personal language and thought by reading. Fi-
nally, the child masters"the handwriting skills necessary to write his
own material. A language experience introduction to literacy provides
the, pupil with the fairly straightforward relationships among thinking,
listening, compreheiiding, reading, and writing. Written language is
,_viewed as a Visual form of speech. English speaking patpils of primary.
2hoo1 age bring a background of years of experience and language to
this method and often benefit enormously from an approach which
focuses on their personal worlds. In spite of criticism that the reading
vocabularies of learriers are not systematically controlled or that the
acquisition of reading skills is not sequentialty,organized, both teachers
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and pupils have discovered great delight in learning to read by Ian-,
guage experience. There is much to recommend this approach for .the
Spanish' speaking child. As art activities, story time's, field trips, and
other opportunities for experiences mediated by English are .groyided,
the child develops meanings and language which can then make Anse
to him in written forms, He is using personal content which consists of
informalion labeled in oral English and understood as it appears in
print. He can be.e successful reader of English immediately if the pace
is appropriate and the language experiences are suitable for his oral
control of English.

.
,,

There are other approaches (to the teaching of reading. Among
these are programed instruetiort;\ individualized reading,. augmented
Roman alphabet, and teaching machined. Like all methods, these are
useful and productive for some childrerf when used by skillful teacher's
and when they fit the language backgrounds of puptls. Any approach to
the teaching of reading English,' no matter how proniising, must be
modified for use with the Spanish speakitlig child whose language and
culture differ in so many ways from the content and form of these
mct4ods. Educators who must design effective reading programs for

'Spanish speaking children in classrooms of English speaking countries
must consider thoughtfully the many difficulties of reading in a second
language and select from among the available materials and methods
those which will contribute positiv y to reading achievement. It mayifi
well be that an eclectic approac one which uses characteristics of
language experience, linguistics, and various other Methodswill be
needed to bring the Spanish speaking child to literacy in English. The
burden of trecision lies with educators who have a pressing responsi-
bility to reverse the tragic statistics oNnclerachievement, overageness,
dropout rates, and failures of Spanish speaking children in public
education.

Literacy in the Natiite Langfiage
It is reasonable to assume that a Spanish speaking pupil should

read first the language which he has acquired in his home. The long pe-
riod of infancy and preschool years .has offered thousands of hours of
sound saturation, available language models, and opportunities for imi-
tation. The normal school-age child can reproduce the Spanish Sound`
system with ease and fluency. He controls most of the structures he
needs to create meaningful speech utterances, he possesses a vocabu-
lary and a storehouse of meanings commensurate with the language
experiences to-which he has been exposed, and he has internalized a
system of oral language which explains his world and which serves him
adequately. Like his English speaking peer who enters school at this
same developmental stage, the Spanish speaking child has had to deal
only with oral language. Upon entering the classroom, the child must
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begin to acquire skills in using the conven na of written langhage
which represent the spoken language of the fa community into
which he has been born. fi

For the child who speaks Spanish, the task learning.to read and
to. write Spanish can be most satisfying and roductixe endeavors. The
pupil has information which makes sense to him,,ancl he has it encoded
and stored in oral language which he knows. He now has Co add to this
knowledge a single new dimension,the writtenflepresentation of

Spanish. Instead of having to deal simultaneously?' with two or three
unknownsEnglish speech, print, and referents-711e merely has to
memorize the visual symbols of the Spanish' writing system and
associate them with the auditory symbols of Spaniaripeech. He must
learn the code and must grow itihts ability to decipher the code effi-
ciently. Fortunately for the Spanish speaking child;iithere is a. fairly
fegular and consistent" relationship between writt and spoken
Spanish. The speech-print correfpwidence, tho hot perfect, is
dependable enough to create a sense'of self:confid bin the child and
belief in his own feelings of competence as a beginning' reader.

Coming to grips with the systenN of sound-symbohlelationships js
only the first step for the Spanish speaking child. It is asignificant one,
however, as he improves in his abilities to hear his native Spanish and
to see its representationAn visual form. The task of. Comprehending
what he has decoded is more difficult because it involves the multiple
factors of intellect, experience, and oral language background. His
success in both decoding and comprehending written Spanish is
influenced by his sensitivity to the sound elements of his native lan-
guage and his storehouse of information encoded in Spanish: He uses
his facility in oral language to make meaning of written Spanish. Like
readers in any language, he takes away from a printed page informa-
tion commensurate with what he brings to that page.

Tcaditional Reading Approaches in Spanish
In Spanish speaking countries throughout the world, pupils in the

elements r/ grades learn to read by means of one or severaljnajor ap-
proaches.10ne such approach, el tnetodo onomatopoeic°, aims at the
systematic development of constant auditory associations ftr letters
and sounds based upon, something or someone in the pupilVenviron-
ment; for example, the vowel sound of i is taught in connectiokwith the
squeal of a mouseW. The sound of a train whistle is callg&to mind
every time the pupil encounters the u, etc. EachPhonemic element has
its identity within this method and as pupils learn to make thise indi-
vidual associations, they acquire skills in decoding the printecl-,words
and in making them recognizable in spoken form. The consonants arc
often repeated in words and phrases to create an allitergtive effect. El
tanel de Tomas esti: en el monte. After the pupils are able to make
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curate)Xd quick associations, they are encouraged to analyze word
parts and identify syllables. The materials are arranged to prOide for
the recognition of the sounds in several positions within vliords and
sentencesinitial, ending, and medial--.L-so that pupils receive Practice
in discovering the same sound-symbol relationship in a v.ariely of
symbol environmentsvowels preceded by consonants, cOsOnant
clusters and vowel combinations, consonants between vowel's, and_
vowels in combination.

El metodo alfabetico begins with the names of the letters of the al-
phabet. Usually the vowels are presented first and then the con-
sonants. The pupil is then shown how the consonants and vowels go
together to create syllables and then how syllables, can be joined to
,create words; for example, ma . . nomano; be . . bebebe,- mo . .

no- -mono. It is a synthetic method, one which requires 'pupils to put -
word elements together to construct whole words. Pupils are expected
to use the letter names to spell the words created; for example, erne a
ene o- tnano. Although many Spanish speaking pupils have learned to
read by el metodo alfabetico, this approach has been criticized as dull,
repetitive, and tedious. Further, the blending of isolated letters into
syllables is frequently complicated by the retention of the letter name
as another letter is added; e.g., bbe and a-- ba .may be blended as btip
instead of ba. Some letters are very clumsy to put together in this way
and may result in considerable confusion for the beginning pupil. It has
been suggested that el metodo alfabetico is more comfortable for the
teachers who can follow an explicit plan to guide them in presenting

. the initial reading lessons to primary pupils. But the convenience of the
teachers is not a legitimate reason for selecting any method.

El metodo fOnico o fonetico emphasizes the sounds-which the let-
ters of the alphabet represent and is not directly' concerned with the
names of the letters. The Pupils must learn all the-sounds represented
by all the letters and letter combinations. This approach, like the al-
phabetic method, is a part-whole system which requires pupils to

synthesize word elements, sounds, and syllables into whole words. It
differs, however, because the conventional letter names are ignored
and the letters are identified purely on the basis of the sounds they
represent The consonants retain their full phonic value and do not
need a v wel sound in order to be named. Spelling activities are not in-

ud or even desired in the introductory lessons. There are teachers
who have used el metodo fonico with considerablesuccess, particularly
with pupils who have good auditory skills and ytho appear to learn best .

through the auditory channel. Some of the sounds are difficult to
pronounce in isolation, ho-wever, and many teachers have noted prob-
lems their pupilshave encountered with sounds represented by la b, p,
q, and 1.

El metodo de palabras generadoras is a whole word method. The
teacher presents entire words for the pupils to see; he tells the pupils
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what the words are; he illustrates their meanings; he asks the pupils to
pronounce them; and finally, he expects the pupils to memorize. their.
At this introductory stage, the words are presented as if they are entire
units which cannot be divided. The next step, however, is one in which
the pupils analyze the words they have learned and then identify the
basic parts which have gone together to make up the words. First, the
pupils identify the syllables; then, they identify the sound elements
found in each syllable; and finally, they learn the letters which
represent the sound elements. This process is an analytic one which

'gives the pupils the opportunity to see the relationShips which exist
between letters and sounds, between sounds and syllables, and
between syllables and words. When pupils have taken words apart and
have been successful 'at an analysis of word elements, they are then
taught to put the parts back together in'a reconstituted whole and to
create new worlds by arranging syllables they haye learned in different
combinations. Finally, they are ,taught to srp,up words they have
learned or created into phrases and sentences. El lizetodo de palabras
generadoras requires the pupils to apply both analysis and synthesis as
they progress in learning to read.

Some of the criticism of this whole word approach has centered
around the question of who does the analysis and the synthesis. It has
been argued that the teacher will be the one to identify syllables, point
out sound elements, and give the letters their names. According to this
view, the pupil is merely a passive recipient of information. Another
difficulty frequently mentioned is that of the enormous burden of writ-
ing Whole words before adequate skills in handwriting have had time to
develop, Perhaps the most vigorous objection comes from the sugges-
tion to create new words from syllables as discovered: Often, this
practice results in stilted, artificial expressions, and the inclusion of

- rare words quite foreign to the vocabulary and interest of children.

El metodo global consists of the teaching of reading and writing by
means of whole words or complete senten es ithout ter analyzing.
the component elements, syllables, or letters. ccording to this ap-
proach, thetontent which has meaning and interest for children is the
most important factor in learn' g to read. Practices which encourage
sound-symbol relationships an syll c structuring are avoided as
activities which produce ambig *ti s and absurdities. The global
method claims to help the pupil f now his natural tendencies with
spontaneity and with feeling. The reading lesson is usually introduced
by encouraging the pupils to draw some things which they can talk
about. The teacher writes what the pupils have said, and the children
are encouraged to copy it. The classroom expressions silencio; btienas
tardes, nitTos; hasta maiiana, and nubs are written on cards for the
children to copy: Each day's lesson can be developed according to a
particular re and the vocabulary relevant to the day's theme can
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be presented. Flash cards containing suitable words and expressions
are made up for practice and review. Items in the classroom environ-
ment are labeled for the pupils to see and to read. The teacher uses
drawing, talking, copying, reading, and writing together so that lessons
are personally interesting and rewarding to each pupil. Th hildren
keep individual notebooks of their work and get a ere t deal of
pleasure from seeing their aecomplishments grow a the year
progresses.

El metodo global-has many features which will delight and mo-
tivate young children. Centers of interest, games, pictures, and draw-

. ings, all serve to create a stimulating atmosphere for. pupils. Though
there are major emphases on both the visual and the motor,skillS, there
is little or no attention focused on thy auditory dimensions of reading.
The pupils do listen as the teacher resents lessons or reads what has
been written on a drawing or flash c but there is never a require-
ment to- connect speech sounds to writt presentation$ except in
whole words or sentences. The pupils do not acquire a system for un-
locking unfamiliar words beyond the visual clues and visual patterns
which they have, hopefully, remembered. Th4 daily requirements of
drawing and writing can prove difficult for some pupils whose visual- \
motor control and' coordination may be minimal.. There is.little or no
restriction on ner written material and no guarantee that sufficient
review can be provided to help pupils retain their reading vocabularies
th rough, systematic practice or drill. The demands on the teacher are

'great as he must prepare and arrange new stimuli constantly. Further,
he must be extremely well organized in order to keep track of how
each pupil is progressing and what problems, if any, each
along the way. In spite of these disadvantages, el metodo glob I does
provide the beginning reader with the practical realization that there is
a functional relationship betwaen what is said and what is written.

El metodo eclectico consists of procedures which are both analytic
and synthetic in nature. Essenlially, this method selects andlust's a va-
riety of features from wveral methods in order to provide the best
learning opportunities for the pupils. For the beginning pupil, there are
preparatory exercises to promote skills in spatial organization, visual-

. niotor coordination, auditory discrimination, attention, memory, and
oral language. Then the vowels are presented and pupjls are urged to
practice the sound, the letter name, and the handwrifift skills needed
to form the -letters in both the lower and uppercase forms. The joining
Of two vowels to form diphthongs may also be taught at this initial
stage in the reading program. Next, the consonant, sounds, lettefs, and
written forms are taught. The formation of syllables and the analysis of
words into syllables are both used to provide practice for the pupils-.
pupils are taught to make sound-symbol associations, to take dicta-
tion, to copy, Xo create new words, to visualize the shapes of the letters,
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to identify the sounds represented by letters, to write the letter forMs,
and to understand the,speech-print relatioe nships of the primaryma-
terials.

The eclectic method is sufficiently varied to accommodate many
different kinds of pupils and several different styles of teaching. Ob-
cause the eclectic label applies not only to the method, but also tO. ma- N
terials and to many other aspects of organization of the reading plan,
there is potential for greater flexibility in the program. The teacher is
able to offer individual pupils selected activities which-are appropriate
foi?their strengths and weaknesses.

The various approacks }used to teach reading to Spanish speaking
pupilein Spanish speaking countries have all enjoyed some measure of
success with some pupils. As in teaching reading in English, a method
is effective in direct proportionjo the skill of the teacher who uses it..
Promising ap r hes can fail in the hinds of a poorly trained,
indifferent tea hile a method with many inherent weaknesses
may be applied, uccessfully by a knowledgeable, supportive one. An
overview of the' traditional methods is of ibtevest to teachers in the
United States as new considerations are being given to the possibilities
of native language and, second langauge literacy in Spanish-English bi-
lingual education programs.

Among- the few programs in English speaking countries where
children who Speak Spanish have been taught to read the native lan-
guage, there have been important questions raised over the suitability
of reading materials imported from abroad for use in literacy pro-
grams of the United States. A major problem has been the Spanish
language competence of the teacher. Teacher guides from. Spain or
froM Mexico assume a certain degree of familiarization with methods,
materials, and language of the country. The pupils' books often contain
religious or politi ideas inimical to educational practices in a
democracy. The acing of instruction is usually inappropriate for
pupils who are n immersed in a monolingual, Spanish setting, but
rather are constantly shif,ting back and forth between the English of
their schools and the Spanish of their families. In an English speaking
community there are few opportunities to try newly acquired literacy
skills by reading street signs, restaurant menus, or storefront-adverVs-
ing and pupils encounter interference from English daily. For these and
other reasWs, United States teachers Have had to modify materials
intended for Spanish speaking pupils in Spanish speaking countries and
have had to use them cautiously. Teachers who have !Milted fluency in
Spanish have been reluctant to use them at all. Others have become
highly dependent upon the skills of paraprofessionals, parent vol-
unteers, and colleagues. ,

With the recent establishment and funding of various Spanish-
En(,glisfi bilingual programs in schools of the United States, there have
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been numerous efforts to develo materials andernethods for teaching
Spanish reading andwriting which arc more suitable for pupils who are
living-in two cultural and linguistic environments. These publications
have been prepared expressly for Spanish speaking children who are
enrolled in schools where the customary medium of instruction is
English. The special learning problems of these pupils have been
considered by the authors of prercading activities, games, charts,
m ?inipulative items, reading skill -Yessons, and readers. From an his-,
torical and educational point of view, programs of native language
literacy for Spanish speaking' pupils represent a major curriculum
change, one which will have an impact on the design of literacy pro-
grams in English as well.

' .Selecting'Materials

/Teachers must select or create materialS for programs of Spanish
reading on the basis of criteria by which relevant and appropriate ma-
terials can be identified. Crucial' to the'selection pf materials is the Ian-
graage competency of the. teacher who will be expected to use them.
Materials must also be chosen to fit the instructionaLobjectives of the
reading program. Other considerations are the ages and interest levels
of the pupils, the social-cultural content, the support services available
to teachers, and the cost. A checklist for evaluating materials follows.
It 'is not all-inclpsive, but does contain many of the major questions
raised by teachers, Parents, and the community.

CRITERIA FOR.SELECTING MATERIALS (S)
Title Publisher

Type of Material (workbook. textbook'Aibrary book. other)

Grade Level Evaltator

I. Teacher competencies , , ,

a. Do the materials demand a high degree of teacher competency'? ,
b. Do the materials require language proficiency in the vernacular

of the learner?
A Do the materials lend themselves to good use by inexperienced as

'well as experienced teachers?
*d. Are the materials suitable for Use by terfelel4ho have varied

teaching styles and temperaments? .,

2. Objectives of the instructional program
a. Are the Materials consistent with the natural older of language

learning? . ,

b. Do activities proceed from listening comprehension and speaking
fluency to reading and writing?

c. Are the materials organized in a speech-toprint direction which
.provides for oral language development sufficient to support
written language

d. Dothe Materials respect the v cular of the pupils, appreciate,
the sound and structural conflicts, nd provide for the use of the,
native language strengths of the I arner?

,. .

.4 42
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3. Ago of the pupils
a. Arc tie materials appropriate for the age at which reading English

as a second language is begun?
b. Are the comer, situation, and language suitable for the maturity

of the pupils? '
c. Are the situations and stories of Interest to the pupils?
d Are the motivational possibilities of the materials realistic 7

4. Time available for use
a. Are the classroom realities of time considered init the skills

-development?
b. Is use of teacher time efficient and economical? "4
c. Is pupil time demanded on a uniform or individual basis?
d. May pupils adjust time allowances without too much difficulty in

managing the materials?

S. Provision for individual learners
a. Do materials provide for differential aptitudes of pupils, (intelli-

gence, experience, maturity, health, resistanceto fatigue, etc.)?
b. Are there materials which will interest both boys and girls?
c. Do the materials offer practice is needed for slow and fast learners?
d. Can the materials accommodate visual, auditory, and kinesthetic

styles of learning?
e . Are special strengths and weaknesses in reading skills provided for?

6. Articulation status
a. Do the materials offer sequential and orderly progression through

the grades within an individual school program?
b. Do the materials provide background for reading at higher levels

of instruction?
c. Do the skills build the basic and specialized abilities to deal with

subject matter in the content areas?
d. Are the materials generally consistent with those usellother

programs within the, geographic region or nation?

7. Services available to assist teachers
a. Does the school or district provide consultants to help teachers

use materials well?
b. Are there resource teachers and supervisors,in the schools for

_immediate services when needed?
c. Do the Commercial publishing houses offer assistance in imple-

menting programs with the materials?
d. Are there workshops, institutes, and continuing education pro-

grams in which teachers may receive additional training in the use
of the materials?

e. Are college and university resources available to assist in research
- and evaluation of programs in which the materials are tirbe used?

8. Ease of handling and attractiveness
a. Are there relevant and effective charts, filmstrips, gpshca

pictures and other instructional materials availabTejo support .

the basic program?
b. Are the aids readily accessible, easy to use, and interesting to the

pupils?

9. Cultural content
a. Is the content of these materials culturally authentic?
b. Are the people, events, and situations portrayed in a fair: factual,

manner free from stereotyping?
c. Do the 'materials promote an appreciation of the richness of cul

turn, diversity?

10. Supplementary materials
a. Arc there correlated materials (games, records, workbooks, study

sheets) which wil offer reinforcement and review as needed?
b. Do the atditiona aterials extend the skills of rapid learners and

offer acceleration ell as enrichment opportunities?
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11. Cost
a. Arc the costs realistic in terms of the capabilities of the

school district?
b. Arc the costs consistent with fhe expectations of the community?
C. Do the costs represent a reasonable investment in the literacy skills

of the pupils?
d. Have costs been considered from the viewpoint of replacement of

materials, maintenance, and upkeep?

Social-Cultural Content
Fundamental skills in reading can be carried by a variety of ma-

terials. Pupils who speak Spanish can learn about their history and
heritage from materials which tell about Spanish speaking people and
events. They can acquire and practice skills of remembering, reason-
ing, summarizing, or analyzing content which carries information of
relevance and of importance to their ethnicity. If the pupils are learn-
ing to read in their native Spanish, then authentic stories written by
Spanish speaking authors about real or imaginary situations provide a
framework for skills development. If, however, pupils are'coming to
literacy by means of the second language, English, then the ethnic
content can be adapted and changed to include experiences from the
social and cultural environment in which the Spanish speaking pupils
live. Ricardo Garcia points out the potential for using the pupils' own
resources for reading and writing. He suggests pholographs of the bar-
rio, rhythms of recorded music, ethnic samesfspecial foods, and
collections of humor as rich reservoirs of 'content which can be pro-
vided in either language (2).
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Li)ereicy Is a Task for. Middle Childhood.

Chapter 3

HE DEVELOPMENTAL NATO R CCIF LITERACY

The highly demanding work of learning toread and to write is not a re-
quirement of infancy or of early childhood. The young child must
develop many prior skills before he can undertake the complex, neu-
rological task of understanding written language and of expressing
himself through its medium. Yet, there appears to exist a pervasive
tendency to consider learning to read and to write as separate, isolated
activities which the child engages in simply because he is enrolled in a
school setting. This view of the place of.literacy in the child's growth
often results in an introduction_to many of the formal aspectsof read-
ing and writing at a time which may be considerably out of harmony
with the child's developmental timetable.

Havighurst.(3) has reminded educators that literacy skills are cer-
tainly develdpmental in nature and that they are 9xpected to emerge
during the fteriod of middle childhood. He further cautions that while
successful achievement of each developmental task along the way to
full maturity results in the person's happiness and in his'ability to ad-
vance to higher, more demanding levels, failure leads to difficulty with
later tasks- and to comcomitant frustration, maladjustment, and
unhappiness.

The period of middle childhood spans the years approximately
from age six to ten years, a relatively long period of time in which to
present the introductory concepts and to practice the skills which
result in the establishment of habits of literacy. It is important to note
that middle childhood does range over several years in the child's
developrrient. Of critical concern, also, is the fact that all children are
not at the same stages in physical and/or intellectual growth even
though they may share the same chronological ages. Thus, in the mid-
dle childhood period, Some children at age six (or earliei) may be fully
mature and ready to begin a program of reading and writing; others
may not be mature and ready until seven, eight, or nine years of age.
Like all children, the Spanish speaking child must be considered within
this framework of development, maturation, and readiness as his
literacy needs are examined.

Several influences from elements within the developing child and
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from sources outside of him may contribute positively or negatively to
his growth. The Spanish speaking pupil follows an orderly progression
of growth according to hig own inner timetable of maturation. Like all
normal children, he has reached the significant milestones of sitting,
standing, walking, talking, and adapting OTI the basis of his innate ca-
pacity to do so and the cultural expectations placed upon him. Though
this progression-may be altered slightly by specific environmental con-
ditions which may enhance or delay development, his physical maturity
is a function of his ownpersonal uniqueness.

For the developmental task of learning to-read, the teacher must
determine the extent to which each pupil is physically mature enough
to benefit from introductory lessons designed to present the prereading
skills. For all children from any language community, there is the com-
monly shared requirement of maturation of the central nervous system
and the brain. The classroom teacher can infoSrmally observe a pupil's
level of maturation by noting how skillfully he manages a variety of
sensorimotor tasks in ordinary classroom situations. The teacher may
consider skillfulness or clumsiness in both the gross motor activities
(walking, running, hopping, skipping) and in the fine motor activities
(copying, cutting, stringing beads). The teacher's practiced eye will
also serve as a precision instrument for appraising the pupil's skills in
matching shapes, objects, letters, and numerals. His ability to re-
member a sequence of forms, pictures, orobjects can also be readily
observed. If a more systematic method of assessment is preferred, the
teacher may use one of the many excellent Inventories of develop-
mental tasks which include items to sample proficiency in eye-motor
coordination, visual-motor skills, and usual-Perceptual abilities.

One essential ingredient in estimating the maturational levels of a
Spanish speaking pupil is that he be given instruction's for tasks to be
perforMed in the language which he understands. Adaptation of
examiner directions as needed will create useful tools out of existing
developmental measures designed for the English speaking child. For
example, to assess gross motor coordination; the teacher (or a Spanish
speaking colleague) may ask: i puedes b rincar? (can you hop?);i, puedes
pararte con un pie? (can you stand on one foot?);ipuedes saltar de aqui
hasta al /i? (can you jump from here up to there?) To estimate visual-
motor abilities (copying, cutting, and other fine muscle tasks), the
teacher or a Spanish speaking colleague may direct the pupil: Quiero
que tortes en esta linea eon las'tijeras (I want you to cut on this line
with the scissors);.quiero.vue hagas dos circulos como estos (I want
y'ou to make two circles-like these); quiero que metas es-tas bolitas en
esta cinta (I want you to put these little beads on this string); etc. The
visual memory and visual perceptual items can,be easily adapted in
Spanish and the gross auditory abilities such as perceiving and dis-
criminating differences and similarities among common environmental
sounds require only the translation of instructions to the pupil: Cierra
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los ojos y me dices lo que oyes. (Close your eyes, and tell me what you
.hear.) When the teacher attempts to assess the fine auditory skills of
perceiving and of discriminating among speech sounds, however, the
language items may be drawn from Spanish if the child's native lan-
guage is Spanish and if Spanish has been retained as the stronger lan-
guage despite the influences of other language learnings. If the teacher
is attempting to assess the English language background, then, the
Presentation of language tasks in English is appropriate. The kind of
information sought Will depend upon the typo of reading' program
offered. For example, if the only reading program offered is in English,
then, the child's control of English connected' discourse is essential. On
the other hand, If the pupil is to enter a Span h reading program, an
estimate of the child's native language strengths is of greater im-
portance. As a teacher is gathering information relative to a pupil's
developmental maturity and language, he may also discover the child's
ability to sustain attention, to persist in the completion ofa task, and to
cope with the stress of new demands.

At the prereading level, teachers are vitally concerned with the
discovery of the maturation of pupils and also with the identification of
their readiness to read. Readiness refers to the adequacy of the child's
physical, social, experiential, emotional, and psychological potential
for engaging in a specific activity. Readiness to read may be viewed as
the optimal stage of a child's development for beginning reading
instruction. Although the principle of readiness must necessarily be
examined within the context of his maturity, maturation and readineis
are not identical. constructs. It is essential to differentiate between 'a
pupil's maturation and his readiness as was to recognize that while
maturation is controlled by the inner timetable of the child, his readi-
ness can be nurtured by conditions outside him. Teachers are generally
very skillful at making this distinction by carefully observing their
pupils in a variety of informal situations and by periodically testing
them in a more formal setting. This distinction is especially significant
for the Spanish speaking child in U.S. schools because, ordinarily, the
principle of readiness has been applied to the specific 'activity of readi-
ness to read. English.

Perhaps one Of the best predictors of readiness to read is the level
of the child's language development. His skill in hearing and reproduc-
ing the sound system is fundamental to the acquisition of vocabulary
and to the control of language structures. An appraisal of the Spanish
spenking child's readiness to read may be made on the basis of the lan-
guage he controls in its oral form. Assessment can be expanded to de-
termine the dual readinesses of reading Spanish and of reading
English. One of the major discrepancies in the use of the traditional
readiness measure designed for use with English speaking pupils is that
the test content is often unfamiliar and irrelevant to pupils whose na-
tive language is Spanish. The obtained data may suggest that the ma-
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ture pupil is quite unready to read English but if a measure of his
Spanish language competence is taken, the results may indicate ade-
quate or better readiness to read Spanish. In evaluating a Spanish
speaking child's readiness to read Spanish, the measures applied and
the instruments used to obtain any information should consist of ap-
propriate items drawn from the universe of Spanish language content.

A developmental view of literacy requires educators to examine
these two conditions: maturation and readiness. The maturation prin-
ciple and its implications for teaching young children apply to all pupils
with the same impartiality. Immature pupils Cannot be made mature
ahead of their schedules and must be given patience, time, and op-
portunities for growth. The readiness principle and its implications for
teaching children should apply only to mature pupils who may or may
not be adequately prepared to undertake the specific task of learning
to read a particular language. For mature Spanish speaking pupils,
readiness can be nurtured and enhanced by-good teaching, once the
specific nature of the reading plan is identified. Among the prereading
skills which are amenable to positive classroom practices are the
following:

I. a capacity to listen to the specific language of the instructional
program;

2. a reasonable span of auditory.attention;
.

3. an accurate ear for oral language details in the specific classroom;

4. an awareness of fine visual details in the specific written language
used;

5. a strong comprehension of words in spoken context;

6. a well-developed speaking vocabulary Which can be used in the
school setting; and

7. an organized system of spatial concept's, including directionality.

If the teaching alternative is literacy in English, then the oral language
practices should certainly be in English. If, however,' the native
Spanish is used as a basis for Spanish print, then oral language practice
should be in Spanish. Classroom practices muse be consistent with the
choice of language as the carrier of.content and the Mediator of mean-
ing.

Cultural pressures, personal values, and individual aspirations are
also influential in determining the pdpil's ability to manage successfully
the deVelopmental tasks of reading and writing. The teachers of
.Spanish speaking pupils must examine these factors and must under-
stand their impact on childten who live in two cultural settings, often
amid conflicting value systems. As development, maturation, and
readiness to read are considered, the school must recognize the nu-
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merous positive attributes of Spanish speaking Children: their lan-
guage, their value system, and their cultural heritage. Individuals
responsible for the introductory program in literacy, then, can tap
these many sources afettsenth and ussthem to the pupils' advantage
in the classroom. The child from a Spanish speaking home brings to
school his promise and his potenlial for learning. The responsibility of
the school is to bring to this child an educational program which takes
into account his development, his maturation, his readiness, and his
uniqueness.

Literacy Has a Speech-Print Relationship

Reading requires a response to written forms of speech sounds.
The reader must seen what has been written, he must transform what
he sees into sounds, then he must associate the sounds with previous
experiences recognized and remembered from his personal and real
world. Through practice and success, the reader improves his ability to
connect speech and print. An experienced, mature, efficient reader is
able to make a direct connection between what he sees in print and
what he has stored as a referent for such print. He is able to skip the
intermediate step of transforming the visual symbols (print) into audi-
tory symbols (speech). When the visual appearance of a child's lan-
guage can be related (however imperfectly) to the sounds of that same
language, he is usually able to make the necessary associations and to
obtain meaning from them. Reading is complicated for English speak-

.. mg pupils by thi fact that there are discrepancies which exist between
what they see and what they hear. The conventions of the English writ-
ing .system dictate the representation of forty-four speech sounds by
means of twenty-six written symbols. Pupils get used to seeing one
written form represent many different speech elements. Poi example,
the ea of bread, bead, health, hearth, and break. They also learn to
respond accurately to the several written forms for one speech sound,
as in words like pay, sleigh, rain, and cake. They manage these irregu-
larities because they have an Oral language background of many years
to help them make the correct association. Then, they must draw upon
their past experiences, encoded' and stored in English, in, order to
comprehend whatever association they have made. When Spanish
speaking pupils attempt to engage in this same process, they may find
it even more difficult to associate the English print they see with the
Spanish speech sounds they hear. Some sounds represented in the
English writing system do not exist for them at all; for example,
several short vowel sounds, the confonant digraph sh, and many of the
word endings. Fufther,-although Spanish speaking pupils may have an
abundance of information to bring to reading comprehension, these
referents are encoded and stored in Spanish.

Quite often, for the Spanish speaking pupil, there are three un-
knowns to be managed: the 'unknown English print, the unfamiliar
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sound represented by it, and the unrecognizable referent. Develop-
mentally, all pupils must enjoy encounters and experiences in a stimu-
lating environment accompanied'hy language. They must uselanguage
to label and to store information, and they must learn the writing
system of the same language in order to become efficient readers. If
Spanish speaking pupils are to be successful, they must be provided
with extended auditory opportunities in English so that they can be-
come thoroughly at home in the sound system prior to an introduction
to its visual appearance. They also need time to attach English labels
to concepts already acquired and made meaningful in Spanish. Objects
and ideas specific to the English speaking community must also be
added to this store of knowledge, .

There are three basic options for teachers.. A first choice is to in-'
troduce the Spanish speaking child to the written forms of Spanish and
to offer sequential spill development along a continuum which will pro-
mote literacy in Spanish. A second preference, the alternative which is
presently most common, is to avoid any use of his native. language -
strengths and to bring him along as rapidly as possible in English'
speech and print. A third alternative is to delay all English reading
until oral English has been well established. All three options have a
common share kn the developmental nature of learning to read. They
differ, however, in the purpose of the program, in the lariugage of
instruction, and in the language content of the reading program itself.

Literacy Requires Sensorimotor Integration
The raw material for the Spanish speaking child's perceptions of

the world around him comes to him by way of his sense organs. As he
receives sensory data, they are registered and.made meaningful in his
brain which can then organize responses as required. His earliest im-
pressions allow him to separate himself from his environment. He dis-
covers himself and his body. He learns the names, and functions of his
body parts. He acquires concepts of left and right, front and back, top
and bottom. He figures out where he is in space so that he can de-
termine where the rest of the world is in relation to his position. He has
to depend upon himself and his environment in order to move and to
grow. He. must trust both self and surroundings in order to rely upon
any information coming from either source. He must develop a pre-
ferred hand and a dominant eye as he enjoys unrestricted opportunities
to use both sidesbf his body. The fine muscle control needed for read-
ing and writing follows the development of gross motor skills. He must
coordinate the tracking of his eye and hand to control paper and pencil
demands: Like any child of language background, he must bring
together the visual-motor-perceptual skills which serve as the founda-
tion for learning to read and to write. With very minor adjustments,
the existing sensorimotor programs in classrooms can be very helpful
for the Spanish speaking child. For example, puzzles, manipulative
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materials, games, rhythms, and other lessons can be carried out by
imitation and demonstration. Generally,, the activities or the equip-

_ ment are self-explanatory and, with very little language modification,
can provide for a 'full range of sensorimotor improvement. An im-
portant variable is the consistency of the language which accompanies
sensorijnotor activities. For the pupil to trust himself and-his own posi-
tion in space, he must come to terms with not only spatial concepts,
but also with thlir labelstThe teacher will have to recognize pupils who
have adequate awareness encoded in native language terms such as ar-
riba (above), abajo (below), izquierda (left), detecha (right), and thbse
who !Ave neither concepts nor labels. During this early period, the lan-
guage used can be English or Spanish depending upon the curriculum
design; but, whichever the language choice, one language should be
kept constant within the context of any ,lesson. It is confusing and
detrimental for young pupils to keep switching back and forth between
English and Spanish when possibly both languages are yet to be fully
developed.

Literacy Demands Visual,and Auditory Memory
Remembering, for all children, begins with paying attention. One

of the first demands the school makes. upon the child is that of sustain-
ing attention sufficient for learning. Attention requires concentration
to specific stimuli presented and excludes ,extraneous distracting
stimuli competing for the same attention. A child's attention, its dura-
tion and strength, is often a function of interest. For the Spanish
speaking child, attention to visual stimuli may be dislracted by the un-
familiar sounds of English with which lessons may be presented. A
story, accompanied by attractive picttres may capture ang hold the
child's attention only if .the burden of listening to meaningless English
accompaniment, kir long periods, is avoided.

To develop visual attention and visual memory, the pupil needs
pract.ce in responding and remembering material which is relevant to
the a tention and memory tasks of reading. Not only does he need to
be e posed to the gross visual exercises of noting detail in matching
and is sequencing forms, shapes, and pictures, but he also must be
given visual attention and memory activities of the actual writing
system. If he is to be introduced to print by way of his second language,

.English, he should see and respond to visual patterns ofEnglish. He
can note saw / was. on /no differences; identify all the p's in a row of p's,
d's., and b's; and match pairs of words selected from English. He
should receive many opportunities to find likenesses and differences
among the written details of English. It is well to restate that he is
reacting to these visual stimuli only in terms of their visual appearance.
He is not reading them. If the decision has been made to use Spanish as
the first medium for his literacy, he should match, sort, identify details,
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and select visually from written Spanish., Exercises such as
differentiating between la Rand la n; finding similarities in cosa, casa,
cara; matching nairsiof words, pez luz pez; and identifying the visual
elements of the language he will later meet in reading should be offered
in abundance.

All persons exhibit the phenomenon of selective attention; that is,
they will attend longer and more intently with stimuli which is interest-
ing and makes sense to them. Spanish speaking pupils are no different.
They require repeated exposures to stimulating varieties of visual ma-
terials directly related to the reading tasks which demand strong and
accurate skills in attention and memory. If any child is to remember
what he has seen, then the visual material must bd presented in such a
way as to maximize the strength and the relevance of the visual stimuli.

When the Spanish speaking child is expected to pay attention to
and remember what he has heard, then auditory materials must be
presented under conditions consistent with good listening. Prior to
formal reading lessons requiring the pupil to perceive and to dis-
criminate among speech sounds, a pupil should engage in many ear
training activities. Whether his ears are to be trained to listen for and
w distinguish among Spanish or English sounds will depend upon the
literacy program selected for him. The Spanish speaking child who is
learning to read Spanish may need to have an extended period of hear-
ing a full, rich range of Spanish as spoken by different individuals of
different ages, regions, and groups. Ile should hear Spanish spoken by
both men and women. He can benefit from listening for phonemic ele-
ments in the beginning, ending, and medial positions of words. He
needs to hear the rhymes and rhythms of Spanish speech. If he is to be
brought to literacy by means of second language print, activities must
be provided for. sound saturation and for developing the auditory
abilities necessary to understand the sound system *of English. The
teacher has the responsibility for offering ear-training lessons in a
systematic sequence and, further, has the added duty of giving nonna-
tive pupils time for mastery of them. English speaking pupils have
experienced years of language exposure in the natural, informal ex-.
change among their families. ft cannot be expected that a Spanish
speaking child in the artificial setting of the classroom will internalize
the sounds and structures of English in a few weeks or even months.
Repetition and practice that is lively, and frequently varied, should
characterize the ear - training activities. Elements of language must be
overlearned if they are to be used easily and automatically' by pupils.
Overlearning improves memory.and all pupils must develop good skills
in remembering if they are to learn to read. The Spanish, speaking child
must overlearn the written features' of English and the oral elements
represented by them in order' to achieve success as a reader of English.
To do this, he needs patience, practice, and time.
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Literacy Is Thought
When any child reads in any language, he is engaging in thinking.

He is remembering, associating, reasoning, judging; or inarpreting.
All of these actions have been degcribed as cognitive processes. As he
reads and thinks, his background of verbal material, his language,
contributes greatly to the skill with which he does both. It is relatively

f easy for a teacher to.observe reading performances of pupils, but their,
thinking processes are not so directly observable. Verbal symbols are
among the several raw materials which are used in thinking, and lan-
guage is unique to thr individual and his experience in a specific lin-
guistic community. The Spanish speaking child has a reservoir of lan-
guage which serves his thought processes. If he is reading in English,
however, his previously acquired Spanish language may not serve him
well in thinking about what he has read. It may be ofno use to him at
all or it may seriously interfere with his comprchention of the material.
The thoughts'of an author can only be shared`by the reader when he
knows the writing system used and understands the.oral language'and
referents for which the writing stands. The teacher must be especially
alert to the comprehension problems of the Spanish speaking child,
problems which may stem from the requirement to read and to think in
a language which may be inadequately developed to support meaning.
Language and thought relationships are not clearly understood for the
monolingual child. Educators must weigh cautiously the enormous
complexities existing for the child who is asked to read and to think in
two languages. If the alternative is literacy by means of the native
Spanish first, then, the verbal symbol system which is fundamental to
the child's thought structure is likely to be his stronger material.
Speech, print, and referent systems are consistently encoded in related
symbolic substances. If he is expected to read and to think in a
program of literacy in English, prudent monitoring 'of the reading
content must be exercised to help him deal effectively with the lan-
guage-thought demands of the weaker language.

Organizing the Reading Program
Literacy is highly dependent upon an orderly, sequential develop-

ment of skills. Like many pupils for whom English is not a native lan-
guage, the Spanish speaking child may have experienced a high rate of
school transfer, a concomitant disorganization of reading skills, or an
inappropriate sequence of them. Each mastery of simple skill's
provides the basis for success with more difficult skills required later in
a developmental reading program. For the child reading any language,
there is an impressive array of skills which must be successfully ac-
complished before the more formal literacy program can be un-
dertaken. He must Icarn to decqde with speed and accuracy so that, he
can recognize the words and expressions on the printed page. He May
be taught to do this by any number of methods or approaches. As he
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analyzes and recognizes written material, he must make meaning out
of what he has decoded. Planned reading programs offer the skills in
different sequential order. Some methods present the decoding skills
basically devoid of meaning as a tool for later reading lessons more
meaningful in nature. Some approaches begin with meaning first and
then add the word analysis skills later. Two factors must be considered
in the organization of the reading plan. Jilt first is its consistent
progression from the simple to the difficult, and the second is its
suitability for .the pupils who will be expected to move steadily arig
the skills continuum. For the Spanish speaking child, especially, as a
child who is already carrying the heavy language responsibility of
English and Spanish, every effort possible must be exerted to see that
the literacy program of one or bpth languages is organized and se-
quenced according to a steady pace conducive to excellence.

Literacy Is Measurable

Measuring the Spanish speaking pupil's literacy begins with a
precise statement of what he is to do, under what conditions, and ac-
cording to -what standards of excellence. If he is preliterate, then,
measurement begins with an estimate of his readiness to read. As
stated earlier, the assessment must be made in the specific context of
the literacy program to which he is to beintroduced. The beha fors to ,
be examined include oral languageNody image, visual-motor ntrol,
ear training, and attention to visual detail. The teacher may o serve
the child's performance within each of these areas and 111a 5? ra e his
background as strong, adequate, or weak as compared to other pupils
of his age. Again, it is essential to consider the Spanish speaking pupil's
readiness as assessed for either a literacy plari for native language pr
for 'second language. Obtained information gives the teacher valuable
clues for where the program should begin and of what the pr4gram
should consist. The data also serve to point up unusual strengths
and /or special needs of the pupil which the teacher may include in the
daily organization of lessons.

For example, if a child appears to have a fine background offoral
language but poor sensorimotor development, his readiness program
could stress activities to promote fine muscle control and visual-per:
ceptual skiffs. If a child's attention to visual detail appears strong, but
he has poorly developed auditory abilities, then a plan to enhance his
listening habits, to extend attention span, and to increase his auditory
discriminatiort,would be most effective. Teachers are very well able to
observe pupils at this stage in the reading program and to determine
the most suitable lessons..

Teacher-made tests, based upon the particular reading skills
presented, also serve as valuable instruments for assessing reading
progress. These measures, often referred to as criterion- referenced
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measures, have the (singular advantage of appraising pupil
based upon the-actual program of instruction. Though suck an-
not be used fot etermining a pupil's achievement as compared to the
achievement o other pupils, they do provide useful data describing the
child's growth along the skills continuum as organized for him.
Teachers may also measure progress by periodic observation, struc-,
tured interview, individual Conferences, and other informal means.

If the Spanish speaking child is in a second-language literacy
program, he is quite likely to have his reading achievement assessed by
meahs.of standardized reading tests. The language of;the standardized
test may be beyond his English language development; the content of
the till items pay be culturally unfamiliar to him; the level of the test
may be too difficult in terms of his skills level in English; and the scan-

t dardization sample from which the norms were derived may not have
represented-hint in the group. Data obtained on standardized reading

4ests in. English must be viewed cautiously. Informal reading inven-
Iories can offer teachers good information about the Spanish speaking

child's ability to function independently and/or with instructional help
with written English of differential degrees of difficulty.

Progfess of tie Spanish speaking pupil who is reading his native
language may also be appraised by these same means, both formal and
informal. Criterion-referenced measures of growth olong the con-
tinuum of panish reading skills can be devised by teachers on the
basis of the 'instructional prognam in Spanish. Standardized tests of
Spanish reading achievement imported from Spanish speaking coun-
tries will very likdly prove unsuitable because of some of the same
inadequacies found in standardized tests of reading in English.

Standardized Tests of Reading: A Warning

Reading achievement has always been a matter of universal
concern in A world which values literacy and the literate individual.
Students everywhere have been expected to advance in their quest for
knowledge through the medium of .a highly demanding, print-oriented
curricultrin. Teachers, -too, ve been expected to monitor students'
abilities td,, cope successful with matefrals of increasing reading
difficulty. Usually, the revi f student progiess has taken varied
forms along a continuum from i formal observation brthe teacher to
formal assessment through the standardized test.'In spite of the limita-
tions of tests as instruments 'which provide adequate coverage of the
many factors upon which reading proficiency depends, standardized
surveys of Feading abilities have continued to be the most widely use0
and the best *known methods in school settings around the world. M
data obtained on such measures serve as the basis for educational deci-
sions, it is essential to examine the -descriptive labels, standardized and
objective. There are several potential hazards in using only test- data in
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program planning under any circumstances. However;these.dangers
are even greater when the English reading achievement of Spanish
speakers is assessed by means of testing instruments which may be
both minimally objective and marginally standardized for speakers of
other, languages. There arc several theoretical issues and some
practical implications to consider.

Theoretical Considerations

Measuring reading achievement of students for whom English is
not a native language is an extravagant endeavor. Standardized read-
ing tests have been administered customarily to assess both the levels
of achievement of the studehts and the quality of the instructional pro-
grams. Although tests differ in kind, in efficiency, and in precision, they
share the common intent of providing useful information which can be
used to improve opportunities for learning. Tests have been defined as
"samples of behavior," overt or symbolic. Tests have been described
as "systematic procedures" for comparing the behavior of two or more
persons ( 1 I. Tests also purport to yield a measure of differential
responses of individuals to the same stimuli. At best, all tests are
thoughtful estimates and,-at worst, they are dangerous guesses. In the
evaluation process, of which testing is just one part_tests are merely
tools. As tools, tests are as effective as the suitability of the measure
used and the skill of the person using them. When the instrument
selected is one that has been constructed from language And content
within the perceptions, of realit§,of' a specified population (native
speakers of English.), its use must \take into account a number of vari-
ables which may influence the outcomes and may limit considerably
any inferences to be drawn from test results. The educational
challenge of obtaining accurate and fair achievement data pn pupils
rearedtin different social and cultural milieux is, indeed, great.

Among the several theoretical considerations upon which the
measurement of reading ability rests, there are three basic aspmp-
tions. The first is the assumption that the students have eftjqied
equality of opportunity to, have experienced an environment from
which the test items have been selected. Also, implicit in this premise
is the expectation of a relatively similar instructional program as well.
The second is the assumption that there is mutual comprehensibility of
the language of both the test 'giver and the test taker at a depth
sufficient to carry out the tasks of the test, including receiving
necessary instructions and making the required responses. The third is
the assumption that the normative data from which inferences are to
be made have been gathered on a population representative of all
pupils who are expected to take the test. Thus, responsible assessment
of reading demands minimally that three conditions be met:

I. that the student has received comparable experiences. and instruc-.
tion in the content area;
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2. that the student controls the verbal symbol system of English in its
written form; and

3. that the student's characteristics ©f social class, economic
ciltu'ral group, age, grade placement, and other essential idcntif
ing traits-have been widely represented in the Population sample on
which the normative data have been established. I
It is well appreciated that the totality of a student's ability to ma

is not measured in a test of an hour or two. An estimate of his rcadin
achievement may be obtained from certain samples of reading be
havior observed under certain Conditions (7). An objective tcs
presumed to measure reading proficiency requires that the-same set o
circumstances .apply to all students who. take the test and that the test
administration follow a standardized approach in matters of time, di-
rections, assistance, and other procedural matters. Deviations or
alterations of any aspect of the test administration change the out-
comes and reduce the comparability of results. It is germane to ask
how these theoretical questions affect the test performance of Spanish
speaking students whose life experiences, native anguages, and
instructional programi in reading English are so different- from the
students for which the measures have been designed.

Of.particular interest is the nature of the reading process itself. An
examination -of what has been tested, what has been taught, and what
have been the major instructional objectives may reveal that a stan-
dardized reading test for Bnglish speaking pupils has merely measured
unfamiliarity with the writing system or lack of informational back-
ground. If print exists because speech existed before it,if print owes its
existence to speech, and if there is a highly interdependent relationship
between speech and print, it would appear rearnable that, once the
written code of English has been mas$ercd, then students could read at
a level of proficiency commensurate with their oral control of English.
It cannot be assumed, however, that instructional programs in oral
English only will automatically itesult in reading achievement.
Response to print requires the student, to see the visual symbols, to
hear the auditory symbols which they. represent, and to connect the
sound-symbol associations to a meaningful referent. Written language
cannot faithfully represent oral language. There are imperfections in
the writing system which are problems for all who arc native to
English. The Spanish speaking pupil who responds to written English in
terms of his own native language may experience difficulty in recogniz-
ing the sounds represented by the symbols. He may be applying the
sound-symbol"relationships of his native language as Spanish. and
English share a similar alphabet. VoCabulary items and word order,
too, may be highly confusing for him. Such interference can occur as
he attempts to decode English print and to make meaning of it. He
may also encounter problems understanding what he has been atie to
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decolle. If the testing instrument provides different subtests for
different skills and yields a vocabOlary and a comprehension score,
then, the data may reveal significant variables beyond the test score. If
the Spanish speaking student appodrs to decode English pribt and to
recognize the words as written but fails to obtain meaning from them,
it is likely that his background of information encoded and stored in the
English language is insufficient for effective reading. If, on the other
hand, the ability to recognize words is marginal as well, then the test
data may be indicative of the student's inadequately deyelbped decod-
ing skills. An analysis of test data should take into account the nature
of his native language, both in its oral and written patterns, and the
possibilities of positive and .negative transfer effects. It is essential to
differentiate between the reading problems of students who have ex-
cellent skills in word recognition, yet who have minimal understanding
of the semantic loaciing, and those students who have not acquired the
'fundamental skills needed for unlocking unfamiliar words.

Practical I

When students are expected to deal effectively with the wilting
system of English as a foreign language, teachers and administrators
often face burdensome educational decisions. Many students may
aspire to tdvance study in specialized fields of knowledge. A reason-
able estimate of reading competence will assist everyone in selecting
from among /le available alternatives. At all levels, a test of reading
English should be administered with the purpose for determining read-
ing proficiency clearly in mind. Test data may be desired merely to de-
termine the next appropriate level of reading instruction. Test in-
formation may be required to consider a nonnative speaker for ad-
mission to a college, a university, or a technical school where English is
the language of instruction. Levels of reading proficiency may be
needed to substantiate the advisability of technological study in areas
where the essential content is published only in English. Reading
competency may be a prerequisite for a governmental post in the
political or diplomatic service of the country. Nonnative speaking
students' interests in the social sciences and humanities may demand a
broader, deeper contact with English speaking peoples of the world
through their language and literature in the original. The selection and
administration of tests of reading achievement must be considered on
the basis of the school placement of the ptipil, the nature of the in-
formation sought,- the purpose for seeking it, and the decisions which
the test data will influence.

- If achievement data are to be of any value in the decision-making
prOcess, not only must they be directly related to the purpose for which
the were-obtained, but they also must be as complete and valid as
possible. ducators may find it helpful to ask some of these questions
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when achievement teti scores for Spanish speaking pupils are re-
viewed.

. I. Has the student enjoyed reasonable access to the experiences
(either first hand or vicariously) encoded in the print of English?

2. Has the student receptive control of English at a depth sufficient to
understand what he is expected to do in the test situation?

. 3. Does the student comprehend fully the manner in whic e is to
make his response?

4. Has the student expressive command of English adequate for him
to answer when test items require a written or spoken response?

5. Has the student received a reasonably systematic, sequential
program of instruction in speaking and reading English?

6. Have students with this student's personal, soil, and cultural
characteristics been included in the normative data?

If most of these questions cannot be answered in the affirmative,
then, any inferences relative to the student's performance must be
made very tentatively and the obtained data must be used very cau-
tiously. It is most likely that the data represent only present perfor-
mance narrowly circumscribed within the many 'sources of error pre-
viously mentioned. The data have minimal value for classifying the sum
total of thestudent's ability to read English. It is certainly possible that .

other measures, other fields of knowledge, other cultural and social
content, other time constraints within the same or comparable level of
difficulty could provide different outcomes:

The data may have predictive value. They may predict future
reading performance in academic settings where reading English is
essential to survival. Useful information may be gathered if the
examiner wishes to go beyond the score as a quantified classification.
An analysis of the student's test performance on individual test items
provides insights into specific reading requirements which were han
dled successfully and those which were a source of error. Each
response may provide clues regarding the student's. ability to persist,
to reason verbally, and to solve problems presented in the print of
another language. Such information can be used to document:".the
student's reading strengths, to diagnose his special reading needs, to
identify the kinds of materials he can read independently, and to serve
as the basis for future educational decisions. Careful examination be-
yond the single, numerical-score makes judgments possible beyond the
classification level whic may, in some instances, result in arbitrary se-
lection of students for p acement or advancement purposes. Teachers
and administrators may have a better basis for making fair and equita-
ble decisions regarding their Spanish speaking students. It would be
blatantly unjust to deny students the opportunities they may seek
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when the test data upon which the choice was made. may be highly
questionable.

In summary, the appraisal of reading achievement in English as a
foreign language is a difficult .and demanding challenge to educators
everywhere. Standardized reading.tests normed on a population of na-.
tive speakers of English provide only limited estimates' of reading
achievement and potential of students for whom English is a foreign
language. It seems prudent to caution users of standardized measures
of the several sources of variability and of error in these instruments
when they are used with students who have been reared in different
social, cultural, economic, and educational settings. Test selection
must be made on the iiasis of the specific purpose for testing. Further
analyses of test results beyond tWe total and/or subtest scores provide
useful diagnostic information. There are many risks involved in ap-
praising the reading achievement of students for whom English is a
foreign language. To make wise educational decisions for students,
educators must be well aware of the number and kind of hazards in-
volvad in the use of standardized tests. It is prudent to augment ob-
tained test data with all other information available. Teacher-made
tests developed for assessing` specific skill acquisition may not offer a
basis for comparing a student's performance with a group. However,
such criterion - referenced measures devised to measure specific read-
ing areas will give reasonable estimates of how a student functions
along the reading skills continuum. Informal reading inventories are
useful for determining the level of difficulty a.-student can manage
without failure and frustration. A teacher's sensitive ear in gral read-
ing sessions or in class discussions of material read silently can serve as
a precision instrument to check comprehension. The means by which a
student's kre. Ing potential and achievement can be evaluated are
multiple. Teaders and administrators should be encouraged to use
any and all methods best suited to obtain the most accurate and most
predictive estimate of reading achievement for all students, but espe-
cially for those who are reading in a language not native to them.

Yet, teachers of reading in Spanish have the need to determine
progress rates and to decide whether thtir pupils are moving along at a
pace commensurate with readers of English. There are few, if any,
tests of reading which meet the rous criteria of validity and relia-
bility' for use with a populatio f Spanish speaking pupils who are
moving back and forth bet n two languages and two cultural
influences. Until adequate measures of reading achievement in Spanish
can be developed and researched, the levels of accomplishment of
these pupils can be determined by other means. One technique is the
assigning of a reading difficulty index to the materials available for use
in the Spanish reading classroom. An index baseckupon the sentence
lengths, word frequency, and/or the number of polysyllabic words and
other indicators of reading complexity may ber applied. The work of
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Spaulding (5,6) and Patterson (4) would be most helpful for educators
who should wish to analyze the readabilitynf the Spanish literacy
program materials. Of course, an analysis of Spanish written materials
should be undertaken only by persons with native or near-native skills
in the. Spa is language. After an identification of the levels of reading
difficulty, cachcrs could then group books and worksheets into units of
comparab adability and arrange them in a hierarchy from the easy
to the difficult n such a manner as to support steady,' continuing

-progress. Still another method of measuring reading achievement for
the Spanish speaking child could be accomplished by assigning English
equivalent grade level designations to comparable stages in the
Spanish reading program. A committee of teachers familiar with the
expected performances of pupils from the preprimer through the sixth
grade readers could examine the skills and contents at each specific
level for each language and could come to some concensus regarding
anticipated achievement. There are numerous reading skills common
to successful achievement in both languages and there are some unique
requirements for each language. Through a thorough and thoughtful
examination 'of both of the reading programs, the group could identify
equivalent levels of achievement and develop a useful yardstick by
which to judge the progress of the Spanish speaking reader of Spanish.
Measurement should be a part of the process by which the literacy
program is evaluated. It should serve the purpose of evaluation by pro-
viding data upon which the reading plans can be redirected as needed
to better serve children. The school has a serious responsibility for
avoiding measurement techniques which may be unreasonable,
unproductive, and damaging to the self-confidence of any child, espe-
cially one who needs to feel accepted, respected, and successful in a
culturally different setting.

An Index of Reading Difficulty
It is feasible to assess reading levels or to estimate reading

achievement gains by*nicans of a careful appraisal of the actual ma-
terial the pupil is able to read and to. understand. The readability of
Classroom materials is often a function of interest and of language
difficulty. While the interest factor is highly personal and specific to in-
dividuals or ,groups, the characteristics of sentence length, common
word usage, and structural* complexity can be identified. Easy ma,
tcrials are written in familiar vocabularies, short sentences, and simple
structuces. Difficult materials consist of 16ng, involved sentences ar-
ranged in complex structures which contain unfamiliar words. As the
pupil demonstrates his ability as a reader to cope with material which
increases in its level oTdifficulty according to these specific criteria, the
teacher can determine the extent of his progress. .

'Seth Spaulding (57. 6) and Frank Patterson (4) have provided
formulas for determining the relative level of difficulty of Spanish writ-
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ten materials to obtain an index of readability; they recommend the
following procedure.

List I ,. For the selection of a sample of content:
1. In long selections

a. Analyze samples of 100 words every ten pages,
at In shorter selection&

b." Analyie samples of 500 words every 1,000 words.

3. In sections of 500 wordsor fewer
c. Afialyze the entire passage.

List II To apply the formula:

° 1. Count the number of words in the sample.

2. Count the number of sentences.

3. Divide the number of words by the number of sentences. Result is
average sentence length.

4. Check the-words against List I and count the number d words not
in the list.

5. Divide the number of words not on tie listby the number of words
in the sample. The result is the density or complexity of the vocabu-
lary. .

6. Using the table, find the lumber which corresponds to the density.

7. Find the number which corresponds to the average sentence length.
8. Draw a line to connect the two points of density and average

sentence length.
9. The point at which the two lines intersect the central column

. represents the relative difficulty of the sample.

According to Patterson, an index above 80 indicates that` the ma-
terial is moving toward a level of reading difficulty which may make the
material more obscure-to readers of limited` education. An index of 100
suggests very difficult reading, and one of over 120 is indicative of a
high degrriireading difficulty. .

The levels of difficulty and the grades at which materials should be
presented are suggested as reasonable and approximate. Pupils with
well-developed language backgrounds or with previous instructional
opportunities may be moved along the continuum at a moreyapid pace.
Pupils who need more exposure and time for the acquisition, of skills
may be provided with additional review and/or entry at a more basic
level. Spaulding was interested in analyzing written Spanish for
readers who were not native to the language soliis formula may be

-viewed tentatively for native Spanish speakers. Patterson was
interested in writing, for ative Spanish speakers. Both researchers
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used sentence length and common word usage as features in their esti-
mates of reading difficulty. Though there is great need to investigate

'the applicability of their work to pupil's in the elementary school, their
ideas do represent a reasonable alternative to use and misuse of inap-
propriate tgsting instruments.

The Index of Redding Difficulty ranges from 20 to 160 and can be
divided as follows:-

20-40 Primer level
40-60 Very easy

60-80 Easy

80-100 Relatively Easy
100-120 Difficult
120-160 Very difficult

Figure 1.

40Grade I
50Grade 2
60Grade 3
60Grade 4
70Grade 5

Grade 6
Grades 6-7-8
Grades 8-,10
Grades 11-12 and above

Difficulty Rating

Average Sentence Pri

Length level

4

6

8 -
to
12

14

t6
18

20
22 -17

24

26 --

28
30 .17

32
34

36

38 -7 -
40
42 ----
44

46 =
48 -7-
50

Readability Graph

Very
Easy

Easy

Relatively
Easy

20

30

40

-- 50

60

70

80

90

100

Difficult 110

120

13- 0'

Very

Difficult
140

150

160

Complexity
of Vocabulary

Reprinted from Seth Spaulding, "A .Spanish Readability Formula," Modern Lan-
guage.Jeumal, 40 (December 1956), 435.
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BUCHANAN AND RODRIGUEZ-BOU WORD LIST
List

a ahogar alto ave cabeza
abajo ahora apagar aventura cabo 1

abandonar aire aparecer avisar cada
aborrecer ajeno . , apartar ay cadenat
abrazar al aparte ayer caer
abrir . ala apenas 'ayudar cafe
absoluto alcalde aplicar azacar cafda
abuelo alcanzar apoyar azul caja
ace alegrar aprender c(u)alidad
acabar alegte apretar bailar calma
acaso alegrfa aprovechar bajar calor
accien alejar aquel, bajo callar
aceite algo aquil balct5n calle
acen to alguien aqui bailar cama
aceptar algtin (-o) tsrbol barba cambiar
acerca aliento alder base cambio
acercar alma ardiente bastante caminar
acercar alrededor arma bastar camino
acompanar alterar armar batalla campana
aconsejar alto arrancar batir campafia
acordar altura .arrastrar beber campo
acostumbrar alumbrar arreglar belleza cansar
actitud alzar arriba bello cantar
acto alit arrojar hendecir cantidad
actual allf arte bendito canto
acudir amable a rticulo besar capa

, acuerdo amante artists beso capaz
adelantar amar asegurar bestia capital
adelante amargo asi bien (s., capitan
ademas amargura asiento adv.) capitulo
adios ambos asistir blanco cara
admirable amenazar asomar blando caricter
admiracian americano asombrar boca circel
admirar amigo aspecto bode cargar
admitir amistad aspirar bondad cargo
adonde amo asunto bonito (adj.) caridad
adorar amor atar bosque carifio
adquirir amoroso atencion bravo came
advertir anciano atender brazo carrera
afin '' ancho atento breve carro
afecto andar atras brillante carta
afirmar ingel a trevesar bailar case_
afligir angustia atreverse buen (-o) casar
agitar animal aumentar burla casi
agradable animar aun, wan burlar caso
agradar animo aunque buscat castellano
agradecer anterior ausencia castigar
agregar ant s autor caballero cistigo .

agua ntiguo autoridad caballo causa
aguardar anunciar auxilio cabello causar
ahf afiadir avanzar caber ceder

substantivo (noun); adv. - adverbio; adj. - adjetivo; v.. yerbo; prep. preposiciOn; pron. -
pronombre.
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celebrar condicidn costa delicado distinguir
cilebre conducir. costar demas distin to
centro conduela costumbre demasiado diverso
cefiir confesar crear demonio divertir
cerca confianza crecer demonstrar dividir
cercano confiar creer dentro divino
cerebrp conforme criado 'derecho (-a) doblar
cerrar confundir crier derramar doble
cesar confusion criatura desaparecer doctor
ciego confuio crist al ' descansar dolor
cielo cenjunto cristiano descanso dominar
ciencia conmigo cruel desconocer don, D.
cierto (-a- conmover cruz describir donde, dondemene), conocer cruzar descubrir done, Da.
circunstancia conocimien to cuadro desde dormir
citar conque .cual, cual desea r drama
ciudad conquista cualquiera deseo duda
civil consagrar cuando, desesperar dudar
claridad consectientia cuando desgracia dual°
claro conseguir cuanto, cuanto desgraciado dulce
clase consejo cuarto (s.) deshacer dulzura
clever consentir cubrir desierto durance
cobrar conserver cuello despedir durar
toter considerar cuenta desperter duro
coche consigo cuento despreciar
coger consistir cuerpo despues eacre constante cuestion destinar echar
colgar constituir cuidado destino edad
colocar construir cuidar destruir edificio
color consuelo cujpa detener education
columns consumir culto determiner efecto
combatir contar cumbre detrfis ejccutar
comedia contemplar cumplir dia ejemplo
comenzar contener cura diablo ejercer
corner content° curiosidad diario ejercito
cometer contester curioso dicha el, e1
comida contigo curs° dicho (s.) elegir
como, cam° continuar chico dichoso demerit°
companero continuo diente .elevar
compania contra dama diferencja ells
comparar con trario dano diferente emocion
complacer contribuir dar dificil empehar
completo convencer de dificultad empezar
componer convenir : debajo difunto ----erripl ear
comprar conversacia deber (y.o s.) digno emprender
comprender convertir debil diner° empresa
comer' convidar decidir dios en
comunicar copa dccir direction enamorar
con- corazOn declarfir directo encantador
concebir corona dedicar dirigir encan to
conceder . correr dedo discreto encargar
concepto corresponder defecto discurrir , encender
conciencia corriente defender discurso encerrar
concluir cortar defense disgusto encima
conde torte dejar disponer encontrar
condenar corto del dispoSicien encuentro
condesa cosa detente distancia enemigo.

_
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energia estudiar formar habitacion imitar
enfermcdad estudio formidable habitar impedir
enfermo eterno fortuna hablar imperip
engaiiar evitar Frances hacer imponer
engano exacto frarieo hacia t importancia
cliojo examinar frase haciencIL importante
enorme excelente frecuente hallar importar
ensenanza exclamar frente hambre imposible
enseflar exigir fresco harto - ithpresibri
entender existencia Frio hasty . impreio
enterar existir fruto he Auf ippriftliC'N
entero experiencia Fuego hecho (s.) impulse
entonces?' experimentar fuente helar inclinar
entrada expli r fuera rida indica r
entrar ex er fuerte

hheerir

indiferente
entre expresar fuerza hermano individuo
entregar expresi6n funci6n hermoso industria
entusiasmo extender fundar hermosura infeliz
enviar extensi6n futuro hervir infierno
envolver extranjero hierro infinito
epoca extrabar galin hijo . influencia
error extraf16 gana hilo ingenio
escapar
escaso

extraordinario
extre mo

ganar '
gastar

historia
hogar

ingles
inmediato

escena
escalvo fa

leil gato
general

hoja
hombre

inmenso
inocente

escoger facultad genero hombro inquieto
esconder falda generoso hondo inspirar
escribir falso genio , honor instante
escritor falta gente . honra instrumento
escuchar .lama gesto bonrar inteligencia
escuela familia gitano hora intencion
ese, ese
esfuerzo

famoso
,

fantasia
gloria
glorioso

horrible --

horror
intentar
interes .

eso favor gobernar hoy interesante
espacio favorecer gobierno huetta interesar
espada fe golpe hueso interior
espalda felicidad gota huevo inter rumpir
espaflol feliz gozar, huir Jntimo
esparcir fenomeno gracia humanidad introducir.
especial gracioso humano iniitil
especie liar grado ' humilde invierno
espejo fiel gran (-de) humo .ir (-se)
esperanza
esperar

fiesta
figura

grandeza
grave

hundir I ira
isla

espeso figurar griego idea lzquierdo
espfritu
esposo

fijar,
fijo

gritar
grito

ideal
idionia jamas

establecer fin grupo iglesia jardin
estado final guapo ignorar , jefe
ester fingir guaidar igual. - joven
estatua ' fino guerra iluminar , juego
este, este
estilo

,firme
ftsico-

Auiar
gustar

ilusibn
ilustre

juer ,

jugar'
estimar flor gusto imagen juicio
estrecho rondo - imagmacion juntar
estrella forma haber imaginar junto
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jurar Ilegar mio nombre p4gina
justicia Ilenar mirada forte pais
justo Ileno mirar (v.) nota 'Marco
juventud Ilevar misa notable palabra
juzgar Ilorar miserable notar palacio

miseria noticia pan
la '4 414 Madre mismo novio papel
labio . maestro misterio nube par.
labor magnifico misterioso nuevo para
labrador majestad mitad numero parar
lado mal (-o) (adj., moderno numeroso parecer (v.)
ladron s. o..adv.) modesto nunca pared,
agrima mandar modo parte
ante mama molestar o particular
anzar manifes r moment() obedecer partida
argo mano montana objeto partido
astima man er montar obligation partir
avar maiian mante obligar pasado
azo miquin moral obra pasar
ector mar ^'rir obscuridad pasear

Vfecho maravilla mortal obscuro paseo
eer marcar most rar observation pasion
egua marchar motivo observer paso
ejano marido mover obtener patria
ejos mas, mas movimiento ocasion paz
engua masa mozo ocultar pecado
ento matar muchacho oculto pecho
etra materia mucho ocupacion pedazo
evantar material mudar ocupar pedir
eve matrimonio muerte ocurrir pegar
ey, mayor mujer odio peligro
ibertad me mundo °fender peligroso
ibrar mEdico mufmurar oficial pelo
ibre medida masica oficio perm
ibro medio muy ofrecer penetrar
igero medic oido pensamiento
imitar mejor nacer oir pensar
imite mejorar naci6n ojo poor
impio memoria national olor mud°
indo menester nada olvidar perder.
Inca menos nadie opinion perdon
iquido mentir natural oponer petdonar
o mentira naturaleza oration perfecto
oco menudo necesario orden periedico
ocura merced necesidad ordenar permanecer
ograr merecer necesitar ordinario permitir
ucha merito 'necio oreja pero
uchar mes negar orgullo perro
uego mesa negocio origen perseguir
ugar meter . negro . orilla persona
una mezcla ni oro personaje
uz mi, mi ninguno otro personal,
lama miedo nifio

.
pertenecer

lamar mientras no paciencia pesar (v. o s.)
lano militar noble padecer peseta41

lank) - inistro noche padre peso
lave inuto nombrar pagar picar
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pico proceder rex° r rer rojo seri°
pie procurar recuerdo -omper servicio
piedad producir reducir ropa servir
piedra profundo referir rosa sever°
piel prometer regalar rostro Si, si
pieza pronto region rubio siempre
pintar pronunciar regla rueda siglo
pisar propiedad reina ruido significar
placer propio reinar. ruina ,tiguiente
planta propcner reino rumor silencio
plata proporcier refl. silla
plato
plaza

proporcionar
propOsito

relaciOn
relativo

saber (v.) ,

sabio
simple
sin

pluma proseguir religion sacar sin embargo
poblaciOn 'protestor religioso sacerdote sincero
pobre 1- provincia remedio sacrificio singular
poco proximo remoto sacudir sino
poder (v. o prueba rendir sagrado siquiera
poderoso publicar renir sal sistema
poeta public° reparar sala sitio
politica pueblo repartir salida situacion
politico' puerto repetir salir situar
polvo puerto replicar saltar soberano
poner " puss reposar salud soberbio
poquito punta reposo saludar sobre (prep.)
por punto representar salvor sobrino
porque,

porque
puro repOblica

resistir
sangre
sano

social
sociedad

porvenir que, que resolucion santo sol
poseer quedar (-se) resolver satisfacer soldado
posesiOn queja respe(c)tar satisfecho soledad
posible quejarse respe(c)to se - solar
posicien quemar respirar scco solicitor
precio quercr responder secret° solo, solo
precioso querido respuesta seguida koltar
precis° quien, quien rest° seguir siombra
preferir quienquiera resultado seg(n sombrero
pregunta guitar resul r segundo someter
preguntar quiza, quizAs retira seguridad sonar
premio retrato seguro sonido
prenda rama reunion semana sonrefr
prender rapido reunir semejante sonar
preparar raro revolver sencillo sordo .
presenCia rato rey seno sorprenderik
presentar rayo rico sensac sorpresa
presents raza riridfculo sentar sospechar
presidente razOn riesgo sentido .)- sostener
prestar real rigor sentimiento suave
pretender realidad rincon sentir subir
primer° realiZar rfo sena suceder
primo = recibir riqueza serial suceso
principal,. recien visa senalar suelo -'\
prfncipe reciente robar senor (-a) suelto
principio reclamar rodar seriorito (-a) gueflo '
prise mowr rodear separar suerte
privar reconocer rodilla ser (v. o s.) suficiente
probar rocordar rogar sereno sufrir
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sujeto
suma
sumo
superior
suplicar
suponer
supremo
supuesto .
suspender
uspirar

tabla
tal
tal vez
talent°
tambien
tampoco
tan
canto
tardar
tarde (adv.

o s.)
te (pron.)
teatrq
tema
temblar
temer
temor
tempi°
temprano
tender

teller
terminar
termino
termm
terrible
terror
tesoro
testigo
ti
tiempo
tienda
tient°
tiara

, do
tipo
tirano
tirar
titulo
tocar
todavia
todo
tomer
tono
kink,
torcer
tomar
torno
torn
torre
total
trabajar

trabajct
titer
traje
tranquil°
tras
trasladar
tratar
trato
craves
triste
tristeza
triunfar
triunfo
tropezar
tu, tti
turbar

tiltimo
un, uno (-a)
unico
union
unir
usar
use
ustcd
atil

vatic,
vago s

valor

valiente
valor
veil°
vanidad
vano
vapor
variar
vario
vardn
vaso
vccino
vela

velar
veneer
vender
venganza
venic
yenta
ventana
venture
%ter

vertino
',eras
verbp
vcrdad
verdadero
vcrde
vergiienza
verso
vestido
vestir

Literacy and Two Language Systems

There is no question-that the Spanish speaking child4trmsCulti-
mately possess the best possible skills in comVehending, speaking,
reading, slid writing English -regardless' of the language or method
selected from the aVallable alternatives4t may be\that theschoors de-
cision is to provide only monolingual experienctg entirely hi' English,i
and to expect that any maintenance of Spanish will be tarried on by the
home. Under these oirtlimstancts; the language curriculum, including
the reading dimension, will proceed along a modified plan designed to
offer the best chances for success for the Spanish speaking child. On
the other hand, if it is decided that the -pupil enter litefacy by way of his.
native language, there remains still the requitement of offerinwhim an
appropriatc sequence of English language ;skills. Many unresolyed
issues exist Ncegariding the time to, add written English to theinstitic-

-7-. tional progru How to transfer native language skills to English and
,

how to prevent inteference-from them are also vil.ttirmatters in plan-
ning for sequential development.

vez
viaje
vicio
victims
vide
viejo
viento
vino
violencia
violento
virgen
virtud
vision
visits
visite r
%fist a

visto
viudo

, vivir
vivo
vole r
voluntad
volvt r
voto
voz

. vuelta,

y
ya
.yo

A plan
'EngliSh and
learner; him
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ciples of learning as they,apply to his uniqueness: A few general recom-
inendations may be offered to guide the structuring of a dual latighage
curriculum. Specific strategics and materials should be selected on the
basis of more intimate knowledge of the Spanish speaking pupil for
whom the program is intended. A few suggestions follow:

1. There should be continuing opportunities for encounters with a
vstimulating environment so that concepts may be acquired and
clarified.

2. Such experiences should be accompanied by Spanish if the pupils
are very young and/or if the experiences serve to promote totally
new concepts.

3. Pupils should receive daily, systematic instruction in oral Spanish
to enhance their proficiencies in the sound, structural, lexical, and
semantic systems of their native language.

4. Prereading, basic' reading, and advanced reading skills in Spanish
should be provided according to an organized scope and sequence
of Spanish.

5. Pupils should be proffered access to the fields of knowledge, to
mathematics, science, social science, and other subjects, by way of
the print which they control.

6. English should be given on an oral basis only while the native lan-
guage strengths in literacy are in the introductory stage.

7. English-as-a-second-language, as an oral program, should be a
substantial, important dimension-of the curriculum:

.8. English language activities should be active, interesting, varied,
and delightful in content.

9..'Readiness to read English should be carefully appraised after the
code of the Spanish writing system has been ovcilearned.

10. Transfer possibilities from native language literacy should, be
id en tified-ancrcapitalized upon.

The best predictor of success in a second language is success in thi,
first language. Pupils who have mastered the pribt of Spanish have
many abilities which transfer positively to the reading of English. Both
languages share the same alphabetic principle and have common roots
in the Ronian alphabet. Spanish and English both are ordered in a left-
tp-right sequence. Both have many cognates in the written and spoken
forms. Literate Spanish speaking pupils can transfer 'appreciation of

ac-te-ristics to the task of reading English. They can, with
good teaching, manage to "read and td write the two languages which
press upon them from their homeand their school environments. They
can realize their full potential for becoming bilingual, bicut al, and
biliterate citizens.

f0
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.41 Unresolved IS-sues

One of the major 'Issues is the question of an immersion versus a
second language approach. Under an immersion plan, the pupil ac-
quires the new language in a natural classroom setting within whatever
content area that is being presented. Thus, anEnglish speakingpupil in
a Spanish immersion, program would be given mathematics, science,
social science, and other sublkets in Spanish. He would receive pic-
torial Support, demonstrations, manipulative materials, and other non-
yerbal clues to support his comprehension. At no time, however, would
his native English be used to translate or to mediate4neening. This ap-
proach is one thatas been offered for over a century to immigrants in
schools of the United States. Speakers of other languages have been
immersed in English and have been.expected to acquire the content of
the curriculum and the language which carries the content at the same
time.

A second language approach is one which emphasizes the struc-
ture and vocabulary of the language itself and is presented separately
from the content areas. Instruction is arranged according to a specific
scope and sequence of language skills. The second'language lessons are
organized to provide optimum practice with units of language: Pupils
are taught to use mimicry and memorization a'nd to repeat utterances
until the'Y have become automatic 'responses. Most of the programs
designed to serve Spanish speakirk pupils use the second - language ap-
proach. There are some minor variation in the practical implementa-
tion of both app caches depending upon time.,'resources, materials,
and other factors. The place of the reading program and its charac-
teristics would, of course, be different for :an immersion and for a.
second language approach.

One debate which fr,equently occurs, among teachers' of Spanish
reading concerns the vallues of. a 'visual or an 'auditory emphasis.
Proponents of an auditory approach argue that the regular sound-
symbol correspondences in the Spanish' writing system matte it easier
for pupils to learn the speech-print relationships. They state, further,
that pupils' decoding skills rapidly become powerful instruments for
unlocking new, unfamiliar words. They cite the sense of confidence
which pupils-bring to print once they have acquired the basic rules for
understanding written Spanish. Advocates ofa visual approach on the
other hand, feel that whole words or groups of words are more mean-
ingful to the pupils and that undOe emphasis on decoding symbols and
syllables may result in dull, repetitive lessons unrelated to pupils'
interests. They stress the richness and naturalness of language unham-
pered by the restrictions of a set of rules. Like many controvbrsies over
the relative merits of methods, the answers depend upon the
differences in teachers and in their pupils:Since the whole concept of
teaching Spanish reading in schools of the United States is fairly new
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and untried, questions of the worth of these and other approaches are
still unanswered:

IsIn many school communities the issue of t e teacher of the
Spanish reading class is a sensitive one. Should the Le' Cher be a native

1 Spanish speaker? If not a native speaker, then how much competence
in SpaniSh should the teachebe expected to have? What specific train-
ing for leaching Spanish reading is necessary? Where does the teacher
who- has been trained to teach. English-as-a-second-language to
Spanish speaking pupils fit in the reading program? How do
paraprofessionals who are native Spanish speakers but are untrained
as teachers contribute best to the instructional plan? These are but a
few of the many concerns relative to the selection and assignment of
teacher's. -

One of the most frequehtly debated issues is that of transition into
the English reading program. In programs which are presently being
offered, there appear to be three major variations. One view is that
Spanish speaking pupils should receive reading instruction only in
Spanish until such time as they have mastered And consolidated the
basic skills of reading in their native-language. Then, they may be
exposed to English print'commensUrate with their oral backgrounds in
English. Another view is that Spanish speaking pupils should receive si-
multaneous instruction in reading Spanish and English as they move
through the bilingual curriculum. Thus, they learn two oral and two
written systems at the same time. The third viewpoint is that Spanish
speaking pupils can begin to read in Spanish and when they have
minimal English skills on an oral basis, they can begin to read in.
English. Though they are reading in two languages, the second [an-
guage reading program moves more slowly ;and kigs considerably be-
hind the reading program in the native language. There is a need for
careful research to determine which plan provides the best benefits for
pupils.,

There are many issues of funding, of teacher:certification, of com-
munity acceptance, of staff evelopment, and of legal responsibilities.
There is a lack of solid info mation to resolve dilemmas concerning
literacy f r Spanish speakin pupils in schools of the United States. As
yet, bilin al education is imprecisely defined and poorly understood
amqng monolingual educators and administrators. The state of the art
is still very primitive and crude, especially in such areas as determining
language dominance, organizing dual language curricula, and evaluat-

ang the effectiveness of bilingual programs. Though there are centuries
of reading research in English to draw upon, ther'e are few 'studies of
Spanish readingin English speaking countries. The general issues men-
tioned and many more will and should be debated thoughtfully as edu-
cators make greater efforts to offer more reasonable and relevant
reading programs to pupils.who speak Spanish. ..

I
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Chapter 4

LITERACY PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER.

The Child

In discussing the Spanish speaking child and his success in reading, the
primary consideration is that he is a child.'with the same range of
developmental needs shared by ,all children of his Age, anywhere. His
success or failure is likely to be dictated by the demands made on him
by the school and by the kind of reading program offered him. His Own
oral language proficiency.in Spanish or in English determines to a great

>ixtent the most appropriate approach to literacy for fiim. Pupils at the
preliterate stage of language acquisition, those who are literate in
Spanish, and those who are functionally illiterate need differentially
paced reading programs which are organized on the basis of a careful
assessment of language background, social-cultural variables; and per-
sonal needs. It seems prudent to remember that success in reading for
the Spanish speaking child, no more or no less than for the child from
any language group, is for-him a function of good materials; suitable
methods; appropriate pacing; careful, ongoing assessment; and a.
competent, caring teacher.

The Alternative Selected
The decision to offer native language literacy for the Spanish

speaking child or to bring him into a reading program in the second
language, English, is a difficult choice complicated by community
preferences, educational resources, and political exigencies. Either
course of action will require a thoughtful assessment of methods:of
teaching reading in English or in Spanish so that approaches which are
best suited for the child can be selected. Of critical concern is the ques-
tion of sequencing and pacing the lessons according to the capacity of
the learner to benefit from them. There are many logical and philo-
sophical reasons for choosing native language literacy as the introduc-
tory program, but there are also many economic and social reasons for
hastening the Spanish speaking child's entrance into English print. The
dilemma of choice must be resolved according to the special circum-
stances of time, place, and conditions of the educational setting in
which the child is found.
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The responsibility of selecting the alternative is rarely that of the
teacher alone. The community through its school board and its
superintendent may express a preference for a plan of instruction
wh,ich will maintain the natrve Spanish language. Parents of Spanish-
speaking pupils often have mixed feelings about a program of Spanish
reading. They are eager for their children to acquire the English lan-
guage skills which will permit them to compete and to cope with the
demands of school and society. They may feel that their own language
inadequacies have kept them out of better employment. They want the
best for their children. At the same time, parents do appreciate the ac-
ceptance and respect given their native Spanish. Further, they enjoy
the many opportunities for sharing in their children's school work
when it 'is accomplished in-the language of the home. Administrators,
too, may influence the choice based upon their resources of personnel,
materials, funds, and personal expertise in supervising a dual language
curriculum. All individuals who are to be affected by the program se-
lection should be involved in the decision-making proces. A few ques-
tions to guide the decision follow:

I. Does. the cominunity.have use for Spanish in stores, banks, public
buildirips?

. .

2. Are there employment opportunities for Spanish-English speakers?

3. Does the school board understand the rationale and philosophy
which supports the use of Spanish as One of the languages of
instruction?

4. Do parents approve of the instructional goals and objectives as
stated for both languages?.

5.- Are there resources money, materials, and personnel available
to support the plan?

^6. Will the administrators offer assistance and leadership necessary
for success?

7. Are teacherk in other areas of the curriculum informed and accept-
ing of the challenge the alternatives represent?

8:- Do pupils show interest and enthusiasm for improving their native
language, as well as for acquiring a second oriel

The list of questions could be lengthened as each school and com-
munity group would have to consider the options as they apply.

The Program

Regardless of the literacy gdalSpanish or Englishthe'reading
program must consider both the developmental nature-of literacy and
thdevelopmental nature of the child. The place of reading and writing
tasks must be in harmony with the timetable of the child's own growth;
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and, for most children, literacy is the developmental task.of middle
childhood, the period between ages six and ten years. The reading
program should be based upon a full awareness of speech -print rela-
tionships and should insure that speech precedes the print Which repre-
sents it and owes its existence to it. Literacy also consists of highly de-
manding, neurological tasks which require an integration of sensorimo-
tor skills. Prereading activities for all children reading any language
must take these requirements into account. Learning to read and to
write involves attention, memory, perception, and cognition which
must be nurtured through an organized sequential program of skill
development. The progresg' of the Spanish speaking child must be
monitored along the way and program changes must' be made as indi-
cated. The school is an institution of society, created primarily for the
purpose of providing literacy to all the students it serves. Pupils who
can read and write effectively enlarge their horizons .and change the
world. Literacy is the great gift of the school. It must not be denied any
pupil who comes to the classroom. Literacy cannot be allowed,to slip
from the grasp of the Spanish §peaking child because his language, cul-
ture, and heritage may be different. The ability to read and to write
well in at least one language should be the ultimate end-in-view for
everyone; for the Spanish speaking child, the goal could be the ability
to read and write two languages, the native language of his cherished
home and the second I nguagc of his beloved country.
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